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Confidentiality & Disclaimer
This Offering Memorandum is confidential
and is furnished to prospective purchasers of
units in ATA Holdings, LLC (The Company).
It is important to The Company that this
information be kept confidential and to
this end we require that information be
not disclosed or used without prior written
permission.
The Company requires that you keep
confidential all information disclosed in the
Offering Memorandum concerning ATA
Holdings,LLC, PDR 25 Ft. Lauderdale, LLC
, ATA Schools, LLC, and ATA Charters, LLC
in particular any information pertaining
to the leasehold for 429 Seabreeze, Ft.
Lauderdale, Florida, development scenarios,
financial statements and marketing plans
for DBA ProDive Schools and Charters, and
will not make any use of such information
without our prior written agreements. This
does not cover information which is already
generally known or which you can show was

known to you prior to receipt of The Offering
Memorandum.
The Managers of ATA Holdings expressly
reserve the right, in their sole discretion,
to reject any offer to participate in
The Opportunity or to terminate any
negotiations, with any party at any time,
with or without notice. The Managers shall
have no legal commitment or obligation to
any prospective investors unless and until a
written Subscription Agreement has been
fully executed and delivered and any and
all conditions to the Managers and The
Company’s obligations there under have
been fully satisfied or waived.
Although the information contained in this
Memorandum is believed to be accurate and
reliable, neither The Company or its agents
guarantees its accuracy or completeness. The
Terms of the Offering and the Subscription
Agreement are found in Appendixes A and B.
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INITIAL OFFERING
We are offering 15 “Units” in ATA Holdings, LLC, a Florida Limited Liability Company for $750,000
(including all upfront costs for formation, due diligence, etc.). The Maximum Initial Capital Contribution is
$750,000, and the Unit Price is $50,000.
REAL ESTATE SUMMARY

This is a real estate driven transaction. The investment in the
ATA Schools LLC (DBA ProDive) and ATA Charters (DBA ProDive
Charters) are prudent retail and educational investments. We
conservatively project stabilized annual investor returns on
investment in the range of 20%. (See financial projections,
pp. 13-18) This fact, however, is not what makes The Opportunity
compelling. The Opportunity merits serious consideration
because of the potential real estate arbitrage play.

ATA Holdings,
LLC

Tenant
PDR Fort
lauderdale 25,
LLC

ATA Holdings will acquire through its affiliate, PDR Fort
Lauderdale 25 LLC, a 30-year leasehold interest in the property.
By placing a 30-year leasehold encumbrance on the property
(a 15 year primary term plus three 5-year options) we prevent
Sub-Tenants
any other players from purchasing the property for development.
ATA
ATA
The location is absolutely prime and 95% under-built. Although
Schools,
Charters,
the zoning allows for a 204,250 square foot mixed-use building,
LLC
LLC
current buildings on the property total less than 10,000 square
feet. Therefore, the future redevelopment of the property will
increase the square footage by well over 190,000 square feet.
By obtaining a long-term lease, we have created a substantial wedge between the market Value of the
property to a third party investor and the development value of the property. For the next 30 years, our
group will be the only buyer capable of immediately developing the property and, as a result, we will
be the only ones capable of extracting the development value of the property.
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Current Value: The combined net rental income generated by the ProDive and Coconuts operations in 2010
is estimated to be $252,115. Capped at 7.5% the value of the land and buildings is $3,361,533. This is
the income based investment value of the property to a typical third party investor and is what the current
owner could expect if the property were sold as an income producing investment on the open market.

Investment Versus Development Value
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Development Value: In contrast, the development value of the property is a function of the net buildable
square footage of the property. Current zoning permits structures up to 12 stories on the property with a
Floor Area Ratio (‘FAR’) of 5. Therefore, a reasonable development scenario for the property would create
a mixed use complex totaling 204,250 square feet. Preliminary projections are as follows:

	Retail Stories
	Retail Coverage
	Retail Gross Square Footage
Retail Net Square Footage

1
50%
20,000
18,000

Parking Stories
Parking Coverage
Parking Square Footage

1
80%
32,000

Office Stories
Office Coverage
Office Gross Square Footage
Office Net Square Footage

2
80%
64,000
58,000

	Residential Stories
	Residential Coverage
	Residential Gross Square Footage
Residential Net Square Footage
Total Gross Square Footage
Total Net Square Footage
Total Net Square Footage

6
36%
88,250
80,000
204,250
188,000 (Including Parking)
156,000 (Excluding Parking)

Development values per net square foot range from $75 per square foot at the very low end to $250 per
net square foot and, at times, even higher.
The upside potential is driven by the execution of the long-term (30-year) lease with provisions to absorb
the adjacent restaurant (Coconuts) and marina. By tying up the property for decades the Company
has assured that neither the property owner or any competing developer will be able to redevelop the
property before 2038. As a result, The Company intends to leverage its influence and contractual rights to
maximize the probability of successfully exploiting this potential multimillion dollar arbitrage opportunity.
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A Conservative Scenario: Depending on economic conditions, the range of this property’s development
value without variances or special concessions ranges from $11.7 million at the low end to $39 million.
This creates arbitrage opportunities (the difference between the Market Value and the Development
Value) ranging from $8.3 million to $35.6 million. Assuming that only 50% of the arbitrage value is
captured, potential investor returns range from 312% to 1,336%. These potential yields significantly
exceed the returns attainable from
a direct real estate purchase.
This arbitrage opportunity exists
precisely because the real estate
cannot be directly purchased.

The Upside Potential Comes from the Lease: The key to attaining these returns is the long term lease and
the virtual ceiling it places on the value of the property for all other potential buyers. The leased fee
investment value and the development value of the Property are now a minimum of $8 million dollars and
possibly as much as $35 million apart. While there is no guarantee that the property will ever come on the
market, thereby triggering our First Right to Negotiate and First Right of Refusal, it is highly likely given the
age of the property owner (84 years old) combined with the more important fact that his son lives in Ohio,
is the owner of his own business based in the Midwest and has shown little inclination to follow in his father’s
real estate footsteps.
Our lease gives us:
•
$200,000 per year savings over the previous lease
•
First Right of Refusal (The Main Building–Coconuts Lease)
•
First Right of Refusal (Westrec Marina Lease)
•
First Right to Negotiate (purchase)
•
First Right of Refusal (purchase)
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Management Plan

Executive oversight of ATA Holdings LLC and its operating subsidiaries (PDR Fort Lauderdale 25 LLC
(“PDR”), ATA Charters LLC (“ATAC”) and ATA Schools LLC (“ATAS”) will be provided by Douglas Huberman
and Michael S. Rosenblum.
Doug Huberman earned his BA from UC Irvine in 1977 and received his MA
Economics from UC Davis. From 1978 to 1992 he served in the U.S. Air Force.
Major milestones of his military career include: F-IIIE Top Gun; serving as liaison
to the French, German and British Ministries of Defense and three years as an
Assistant Professor of Economics at the USAF Academy. Mr. Huberman began his
commercial real estate career in 1992 as an entry level financial analyst with
CNA Enterprises, Inc. In 1996 he was promoted to Executive Vice President/Chief
Operating Officer and oversaw the acquisitions, dispositions and daily operations
of the firm’s 5 million square foot grocery anchored shopping center portfolio. In
2002, Mr. Huberman founded RVM Holdings Inc., acquired Old Pasadena Plaza and relocated the majority
of his business and personal interests to Pasadena. Mr. Huberman owns assets in California, Kentucky
and Arizona. He recently concluded a successful sale of the largest grocery anchored center in Sedona
(anchored by Safeway, World Savings, McDonald’s etc.) and Old Pasadena’s Restaurant Row.
Michael Rosenblum has considerable experience in corporate, securities and
business law matters, as well as expertise in structuring, negotiating and drafting
complex corporate and real estate transactions. He began his legal career as
an associate of the Los Angeles office of the firm of Proskauer, Rose, Goetz &
Mendelsohn. In 1989, he joined Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp and, in 1993,
formed his own law firm. Rosenblum received his B.S. in economics from the
Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania. In 1986, Michael received his J.D.
from the University of California at Los Angeles School of Law. He is the coPresident and a Director of the Southern California Regional Advisory Board
for the University of Pennsylvania, a past director of the University of Pennsylvania Alumni Association of
Southern California and a past Director and President of the Wharton Club of Southern California. He is a
member of the Board of Overseers of the Los Angeles Philharmonic and is a member of the Real Estate and
Construction Cabinet of the United Jewish Fund. Mr. Rosenblum was also a speaker at a UCLA Extension
Conference on Renovation, Rehabilitation and Reuse of Existing Buildings.
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ATA Holdings LLC and PDR will be based in Pasadena, CA and all administrative, accounting and real
estate staff requirements will be provided by RVM Associates – an affiliate with extensive investment, real
estate management and development experience. In contrast, ATAC and ATAS will be fully staffed and
wholly based at 429 Seabreeze Blvd., Fort Lauderdale. While senior operational management (CEO Tec
Clark, COO Genevieve Sparg and CDO H. Kelly Levendorf) will report solely to Huberman/Rosenblum,
they will benefit from the additional oversight of a five member advisory board comprised of influential
dive industry professionals such as Grant Graves, a PADI Course Director with 33 specialty instructor trainer
ratings, pioneer of “Precision Diving”, award winning underwater film director, US Coast Guard licensed
captain and President of the U.S. Apnea Association – the sanctioning agency for the U.S. Freediving Team.
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Transition Objectives

ATA Holdings LLC
•
Complete capital raise and fund subsidiaries.
•
Transfer ProDive intellectual property rights from ATA
		
Schools.
•
Establish each operating entity’s banking relationships
		
and segregate operating accounts from reserves.
PDR Fort Lauderdale 25 LLC
•
Sublease portions of the ground floor retail and second
		
floor office to ATA Charters/Schools and negotiate
		
additional subleases with Coconuts, Schooner Marine,
		
FIT and ReefCheck.
•
Plan and supervise building redemising and tenant
		
improvements.
•
Audit historic building operating expenses and
		
implement energy/cost saving initiatives.
•
Renegotiate service contracts assuring utility services are
		
transferred without interruption.
•
Appeal property taxes and rebid all insurance policies.
ATA Charters
•
Complete Coast Guard inspections.
•
Spec., bid and complete FIT upgrades.
•
Fast track resumption of morning snorkel tours.
ATA Schools
•
Complete submission materials and ensure compliance
		
with State of Florida educational license provisions.
•
Prepare for September 15, 2008 PR launch.
•
Interview potential employees and implement phased
		
hiring plan.
•
Establish strategic partnerships (tech diving, yacht crew
		
training etc.)

•
the Property
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AN EXCELLENT LOCATION
Located at 429 Seabreeze Boulevard in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, the property leased by ATA Holdings
is bounded on the east by Seabreeze Boulevard and to the West by the Intracoastal Waterway. The
property is extraordinary because of its unique location. Directly between the beach and yacht harbor, it
is surrounded by the best of South Beach. The Swimming Hall of Fame is here, Las Olas Bridge, and this is
the location of the world’s largest boat show produced by Marine Industries Association of South Florida.

ft. lauderdale, Florida

the atlantic
a luxury collection hilton
Trump International &
Tower fort
the w ft. lauderdale

St. regis/ritz carlton

las olas bridge

prodive
429 seabreeze blvd.

swimming hall of fame

bahia mar resort/
Waldorf-Astoria
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LUXURY NEIGHBORHOOD

Right now, the area is in the midst of a phenomenal upgrade. Multimillion dollar boardwalk improvements
are underway. A plethora of new luxury hotels have recently opened or are slated for construction,
specifically ‘W’, Trump, Waldorf-Astoria and Hilton hotels. All of these developments will increase the
value of our property and create demand for additional shops, restaurants, residential/hotel space.
THE PROPERTY

The ATA Holdings property consists of:
•
Four (4) lots totaling 			
		
40,875 square feet
•	The Main Building located on Lot 5
•	The Westrec Marina Management
		
Building, which straddles lots 7 and 8
•	Two

Submerged Land Leases
•	Associated boat docks
The Main Building: The ground floor is comprised of 6,419 gross square feet plus a 1,010 square foot
patio area. Of this area, 560 square feet is an addition that is subject to condemnation for a proposed
road expansion, 641 square feet is common area including restrooms and 5,218 square feet is classified
as useable. Of this usable space, Coconuts Restaurant (‘Coconuts’) currently occupies approximately 3,264
square feet (62.6%) plus 1,010 square feet of patio. Coconuts patrons park primarily on Lots 6 and 7.
The balance of the main building’s usable ground floor is 1,954 square feet (37.4%) of retail and ProDive’s
back office/storage. The upstairs of the main building is comprised of 4,050 gross square feet of which
248 square feet are common areas/hallways and 3,802 square feet is deemed useable.
Westrec Marina Building: Westrec occupies the 950 square foot building straddling Lots 7 and 8 and their
customers utilize up to 12 of the 14 parking spaces on Lot 8 depending on the time of day.

•
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Monthly Average Balance Sheet
Schools
Pro Dive Average Monthly Operating Expenses
Salaries
$40,697.00
	Rent
12,117.00
Storage
296.04
Property Tax
4,250.00
Insurance
3,416.66
Licenses
626.71
	Auto
541.79
	Advertising
2,125.00
Web Site
1,864.00
	Electricity
764.15
Waste Removal
249.44
Water
433.01
Office Supplies
416.48
Copier
159.68
Postage
600.00
Payroll Processing
36.59
Computers
954.54
	Telephone
1,859.93
Bankcard Processing Fees 2,463.68
	Acct & Legal
2,515.78
Bank Charges
116.72
Total

$76,504.20

Pro Dive Average Monthly COGS
Consultant
Continuing Ed.
Fee’s - Inst.
	Nitrox-Oxygen
PADI Fee’s Stud
Pool
Printing
Supplies
	Training -retail purchases
	Training Fee’s
Store Purchases
Freight
Total

Total Monthly Expenses
Pro Dive Average
Monthly Income
	Training
	Retail

$644.79
399.48
4,333.68
390.01
5,139.00
1,252.92
313.86
131.43
18,696.86
474.24
20,708.67
1,420.76

$53,905.70

$130,409.90

$90,996.00
47,903.27
$138,899.27

NET INCOME PER MONTH	

$8,489.37
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Charters
Pro Dive Charters Average Monthly Expenses
Salaries
Insurance – Auto
Insurance – Boat
Fuel & Dockage
Boat Supply
Fish Food
Compressor Service
	Engines Service
Generator Serv.
	Auto
Waste Disposal
License & Permits
	Equipment
	Repairs & Maintenance
	Advertising & Promotions
Depreciation
Dues, Fees, Lic
	Telephone
	Accounting & Legal

$31,355.22
92.78
2,537.98
4,101.12
3,052.96
91.62
87.08
2,126.56
34.46
138.99
611.66
36.60
31.62
3,533.00
2,796.97
2,771.42
109.90
144.18
414.01

Total

$54,068.13

Pro Dive Charters Average Monthly Income
Charter – Trips

$66,877.00

Total
$66,877.00
NET INCOME PER MONTH	
$12,808.87
NET MONTHLY INCOME OF CHARTERS & SCHOOLS $21,298.23
NET ANNUAL INCOME OF CHARTERS & SCHOOLS $255,578.80
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category sales by year

$1,400,000
$1,200,000
$1,000,000
$800,000
$600,000
$400,000
$200,000
$0

2008

2009

2010

Retail

$133,139

$574,839

$632,323

Charters

$241,303

$827,617

$910,379

Training

$438,759

$1,091,952

$1,201,148
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ATA Schools, LLC & ATA charters, LLC
Consolidated Proforma Balance Sheet
As of 19 July 2008
Assets
Operating Reserve Cash
Prepaid Rent
Furnishings, Computers, Training Aids
	Training Materials
		
PADI
		
DAN	
		
FIT	
			
	Retail Inventory
		Aqualung
		Misc
			
	Rental Equipment
	Rental Repair Equipment
Compressor Systems
Computer Projectors
Prepaid Advertising
Building Improvements
Goodwill (ProDive name)
Total Assets

Liabilities
	Mackay Estate Licensing Agreement
Shareholder Equity
Total Liability & Shareholder Equity

$190,000.00
135,000.00
46,175.00
$13,563.00
9,473.00
5,630.00
$28,666.00
$45,863.00
4,229.00
$50,092.00
53,281.00
3,021.00
91,853.00
2,500.00
15,585.00
140,000.00
500,000.00
$1,256,173.00

$181,903.81
1,074,269.19
$1,256,173.00
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Due Diligence available upon request
We have completed our due diligence and this project closed on July 23, 2008. If you or your financial
adviser would like to review the due diligence or an online version of this brochure, please contact us at
626.792.8220 for a discrete username and password.
Prodive Business Plan
Commercial Lease & Amendments
		
PDR Fort Lauderdale, LLC
	Tenant Description
Operating Agreement
	Appraisal of ATA Schools, LLC
	Appraisal of ATA Charter, LLC
DBA ProDive Business License
Litigation Check
	Marketing Plan
Financing Statements & Amendments
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Physical Boundaries: Beautiful. Historic. Accessible.

To its west is a view of the world-class Hall of Fame Marina and the picturesque Intracoastal Waterway.
To the south, the International Swimming Hall of Fame and the Fort Lauderdale Aquatic Complex, one of
the world’s largest outdoor swimming facilities and where ten world records have been set. To its east and
north, the recently renovated Marriott Fort Lauderdale with its breathtaking ocean views and a 23-mile
stretch of golden beaches lapped by blue waves. Beautiful. Historic. Accessible.
429 Seabreeze Boulevard in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, is a property that consists of four parcels of land
totaling 40, 850 square feet with approximately 10,000 square feet of buildings. This is one of the
narrowest points between a guest yacht marina and a sandy beach, not only in Fort Lauderdale, but in
all of southern Florida. If you have a mega yacht and want to visit this sunny, coastal haven, you’d find a
promising berth at the Hall of Fame Marina right in front of the property.

•
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To The West: The city of Fort Lauderdale was built around its marinas. Long before there were luxury
hotels, posh shopping establishments and fine dining to fit any palette, there were the marinas. Hall of
Fame Marina is one of the finest. Managed by Westrec, the world’s largest owner operator of marinas
and marine-related businesses, Hall of Fame offers slips for year-round tenants and visitors with craft up
to 135 feet. It has unparalleled access to Fort Lauderdale and its amenities. A jewel of what many call a
yachtmen’s paradise.

The Intracoastal Waterway is a series of waterways and canals, partly natural, partly manmade, providing
sheltered passage for commercial and leisure craft along the Atlantic coast. It was authorized by Congress
in 1919 and is maintained by the Army Corps of Engineers. The South Florida Intracoastal Waterway is
loosely defined by Palm Beach to the north and Miami to the south. Conveniently located mid-way is Fort
Lauderdale.

To The South: The International Swimming Hall of Fame and the Fort Lauderdale Aquatic Complex are
unique attractions. The world-renowned Casino Pool, once housed at the present site, was Florida’s first
Olympic-sized swimming pool. That pool along with national swimming and diving champion Kathryn
Rawls, The Associated Press Female Athlete of the Year in 1937, first fixed Fort Lauderdale in imaginations
as the home of sun, swimming and summer fun. Today the Aquatic Center hosts an average of 50 events
each year – swimming, diving, water polo and synchronized swimming. Ten swimming world records
have been set at the center, most recently in the 400 meter Individual Medley by wunderkind Olympic
champion Michael Phelps in 2002. In addition to two 50 meter pools, a swimming flume and a dive well,
the center also houses the International Swimming Hall of Fame. The Hall’s museum, library and archive
contain the world’s largest collection of aquatic memorabilia and the single largest source of aquatic books,
manuscripts and literature.
To The East: Guests at The Courtyard by Marriott Fort Lauderdale Beach repeatedly mention its excellent
location as a prime reason they choose to lodge there. Nestled by both the Atlantic Ocean and the
Intracoastal Waterway, and mere steps away from some of the best dining and shopping South Florida has
to offer, it’s also only six miles to the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. After undergoing a
multi-million dollar facelift, its enhanced comforts now include plush linens, deluxe spa products and 32-inch
plasma TVs. The hotel’s beaches – in fact many of Greater Fort Lauderdale’s beaches – are designated as
Blue Wave Beaches. Blue Wave Beaches are among the cleanest, safest and most user-friendly in the
nation, according to the non-profit Clean Beaches Council. To be sure, Marriott guests swim and play in
one of the best managed beaches in America.
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Area Description: The Future of Fort Lauderdale is NOW

Bahia Mar Now & Tomorrow: 429 Seabreeze is advantageously
located next to the historic Bahia Mar Resort & Yachting Center.
Recent excavations reveal that the earliest natives launched their
canoes into the Atlantic and feasted upon the site. In the 19th
century it served as a safe haven for survivors of shipwrecks. In
1949, the Bahia Mar Yachting Center was completed. Then home
to 400 slips, it was the largest marina in the world. In addition to
luxury accommodations and meeting rooms, today it houses 250 slips,
100 of them for mega yachts – the largest number available in any
marina in South Florida – accommodating vessels up to 250 feet.
Already an international destination, resort parent company LXR
recently revealed plans to develop two residential towers, a highend hotel and a new park on the site and on public land nearby.
According to the South Florida Sun-Sentinel, the proposed property
would house a renovated 180-room Bahia Mar hotel, a 256-room
Waldorf-Astoria hotel and 180 residential co-op units. The $500
Million proposal includes a large parking structure that would be
topped with grass and could be used as a public park.

What’s There...

1200 Sq. Miles

300 Miles of
Waterway
23 Miles of
Beaches
1.8 M people
10.7 M
Annual
Visitors and
Growing

$8.87 Billion
Tourist Bucks

The Boat Show: But most exciting for yachtsmen world-wide: the
proposed development would offer a permanent home for the Fort
Lauderdale International Boat Show. With more than $2 billion
worth of boats, yachts, super- and mega-yachts, electronics, engines
5% Bed Tax=
and thousands of accessories from every major marine manufacturer
and builder worldwide, it’s the world’s largest in-water boat show.
$39.3 M a Year
In 2007, the City of Fort Lauderdale reported 130,000 people
attended the event. The show’s economic impact in the Greater Fort Lauderdale area: $650 million,
nearly twice that of the Super Bowl. The boat show is a key component to the area’s reputation as
the Venice of America and an economic boost to the local economy. The Bahia Mar proposal, already
approved informally by the Fort Lauderdale City Commission, could be formally approved as early as
December 2008. While months of hearings must take place before final approval, Fort Lauderdale
Mayor Jim Naugle and two commissioners are interested enough in the proposal to have city staff begin
negotiations.
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Las Olas Bridge: If by chance you’re driving, rather than boating, into the area, you’ll likely cross Las Olas
Boulevard Bridge. Las Olas Boulevard is Fort Lauderdale’s Rodeo Drive – where fashion, fine dining
and entertainment converge. The bridge is one of the main – and few – access points that crosses the
Intracoastal Waterway providing entrée to the beach and boardwalk area by motor vehicle. The Bridge
is one-minute drive and a five-minute walk from 429 Seabreeze Boulevard, highlighting its prime and
accessible location.

the A

Fort Lauderdale
Coral Springs
Dania Beach
Davie
Deerfield Beach
Hallandale Beach
Hollywood
Lauderdale-By-The-Sea

rea

Plantation
Pompano Beach
Sunrise
Tamarac
Weston
West Park
Wilton Manors

Tourism & marine commerce bring $19.48 billion & 130,000 jobs annually.
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New Development in Ft. Lauderdale: Where the Posh Play
Once thought of as a mere spring and summer playground, Fort Lauderdale has evolved into a luxurious
and elegant year-round vacation spot. Recent developments include:
•

		
		

The first St. Regis Resort in the state, the $240 million St. Regis Resort Fort Lauderdale, opened
in May 2007. In August 2008 it will become the Ritz-Carlton Fort Lauderdale, the first RitzCarlton property in Broward County.

•
In October 2008, the $205 million W Fort Lauderdale – a member of Starwood Hotels &
		Resorts Luxury Collection – will open. Dramatic views of the Atlantic Ocean and the Intracoastal
		 Waterway will join a one-of-a-kind oceanfront infinity pool. “With Fort Lauderdale in the midst
		 of such an extraordinary renaissance, we are excited about opening what will certainly become a
		 landmark destination in this world-class city.” Barry S. Sternlicht, Starwood Chairman and CEO
•
“There Is Luxury… And Then There Is The Trump Experience,” announces the website of the
		Michael Graves designed $200 million Trump International Hotel & Tower Fort Lauderdale. It’s
		 scheduled to open in 2009. “We are thrilled to be entering this market with such a presence.
We’ve found the best location in which to offer the finest and most luxurious five-star
		 experience. This will truly be a landmark on Fort Lauderdale Beach.” Donald J. Trump
•

		
		
		
		
•

		
		
•

		
		
•

		
		

Guests staying at the spectacular 25-story Hilton Fort Lauderdale Beach Resort can arrange to
be met at the Fort Lauderdale Airport by a private chauffeur. Another amenity: exclusive 		
access to the private Parkland Golf & Country Club, designed by golf legend, Greg Norman.
“We are fortunate to be one of the first new properties to open in this burgeoning beachfront
community.” Andreas Ioannou, GM, Hilton Fort Lauderdale Beach Resort
The boutiquish The Atlantic Fort Lauderdale (only 124 guest rooms and suites) offers fine 		
dining with Trina, a concept restaurant by Don Pintabona, former executive chef of Tribeca
Grill and Nick Mautone, former managing partner of Gramercy Tavern.
In nearby Hollywood, Florida, The Westin Diplomat opened in 2002 and offers a Caviar
Facial, a 90-minute indulgence. Along with the Spa, the hotel’s restaurants, tennis courts and 		
golf course perennially top lists of the nation’s, and often the world’s, best.
The suite-life can be had at Il Lugano Hotel. Offering oversized one-bedroom suites and
two-bedroom suites with large balconies, as well as luxurious residences of up to 7,000 square
feet, this $80 million dollar project caters to both international and domestic guests and buyers.
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Hotel Renovations: The Hospitality S-Curve
Not to be outdone by the new properties enticed to the area, established hotels and resorts are
remodeling their lodgings to match the opulence nearby.
•

		
		
		
•

		
		
		
		
		
		

Jeffrey Chodorow’s new China Grill restaurant –
Fort Lauderdale’s first – is a centerpiece of the
$70 million renovation of the Fort Lauderdale
Grande Hotel & Yacht Club.
Fort Lauderdale will be fit for fashionistas when
remodeling is complete at the Fort Lauderdale 		
Holiday Inn. Under the management of LXR 			
Luxury Resorts & Hotels it will be renamed, and a
$20 million conversion will transform the four 			
decade old inn from mere shelter into a boutique
hotel for trendsetters.

LXR has also put $30 million into the recent
		 renovations of Hyatt Regency Pier Sixty-Six
		Resort & Spa. New lighting and sound systems
		 and custom artwork and furnishings fit right in to the opulent atmosphere provided by Spa 		
		 66 which specializes in European health and beauty rituals.
•

•

		
		
		

With 231-suite residences, the full-service boutique hotel, the Gallery One Fort Lauderdale, 		
completed a $25 million makeover in 2006 and features modern kitchens with granite counter
tops and stainless steel appliances. A unique collection of artwork and modern furniture adorn
the lobby.

CNNMoney.com SAYS...
$ One of the fastest growing markets for global trade
$$ More than 40% of businesses are engaged in or supporting international commerce
$$$ At the forefront of South Florida’s emerging “Internet Coast,”
home to more than 6,000 high technology firms.

•
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New City Infrastructure (boardwalk renaissance): The Renaissance of Fort Lauderdale
The rebirth of the city is directly tied to two decades of concerted effort, careful planning and copious
amounts of cash. In the mid-80s strict ordinances were passed to prohibit public drinking. And in 1986,
$26 million was allocated to the renovation of Fort Lauderdale Beach.
The City of Fort Lauderdale website touts it best. The renovation includes:
•

The complete redesign of coastal roadway A1A

•

The elimination of diagonal beach-front parking

•

		
•
•

		
		

The addition of landscaped medians, pullout lanes, bicycle lanes, new traffic signals and brick 		
paved pedestrian crosswalks
Expanded sidewalks and a pedestrian beachfront promenade
The construction of a beach wavewall – a flowing, swirling beach wall that extends two miles
along the central portion of Fort Lauderdale Beach. Since its completion, the wavewall has 		
become the signature attraction for locals and tourists alike.

LOCAL RESIDENTIAL DEMOGRAPHICS: LAUDERDALE LUXE
According to The Wall Street Journal, real estate deals along Florida’s Atlantic Coast and Intracoastal
Waterway set national records for private residence sales. In July of 2008, Donald Trump’s Palm Beach
estate Maison de l’Amitie, appraised for $58.2 million, sold for close to $95 million. In April 2008, a
nearby nine-bedroom, 15 bath 30,500 square foot Thierry W. Despont designed home owned by Sidney
Kimmel, chairman and director of Jones Apparel Group and part owner of the Miami Heat, sold to a buyer
for between $75 and $81.5 million. The Corcoran Group’s Paulette Koch, who declined to identify the
buyer, said other interested parties included celebrities, sports figures and team owners, wealthy Europeans,
a Saudi prince, hedge fund experts, Fortune 500 CEOs “and other captains of industry.”
Celebrities and public figures, including Tiger Woods, Oprah Winfrey, and Tampa Bay Buccaneer and
Manchester United owner, Malcolm Glazer, own or have owned property along the exclusive Florida coast.
Fort Lauderdale, just 40 miles south of Palm Beach and 20 miles north of Miami also offers prime
real estate for discriminating tastes. While considering the sale of his Star Island, Florida home, NBA
champion Shaquille O’Neal looked at property in Fort Lauderdale according to the WSJ. Seeking to play
golf year round, television legend Jackie Gleason long maintained a home in Fort Lauderdale, enjoying the
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city’s 300 annual days of sunshine at an average
temperature of 77 degrees.
Former Miami Dolphin Dan Marino has owned
multiple Greater Fort Lauderdale properties.
The Wall Street Journal reported that an inland
19,500-square-foot Mediterranean-style home
on 4.3 acres was once listed at $15.9 million
and that public records reveal he owned another
inland home in Parkland, Florida worth $2.95
million. Business Wire reports he acquired a
downtown condominium worth up to $3 million.
And in 2002, in a story about how well Marino
has managed his income and investments, The
New York Times reported that he owned two
properties north of Lauderdale worth a total of
least $6 million.

City of Fort Lauderdale
Estimated population:
Average Household size:
Median Family Income:

187, 160
2.78
$46,175

While Marino seems to prefer his homes inland,
he’s the only one. Most residents and visitors
to Fort Lauderdale want to be not only near
the water, but on it. Fort Lauderdale is The
Yachting Capital of the World with 300 miles of
navigable waterways. Lured by the canals and
the100 marinas and boatyards, 45,000 resident
yachts make their home in Fort Lauderdale and
1,500 mega yachts visit each year. In addition
to long range plans to offer more and larger
slips, the City is currently upgrading electrical
capacity to meet the large vessels’ demands for
power. Yachting draws the ultra-affluent to Fort
Lauderdale. The 200+ mega yachts which
arrive for the annual boat show range in price
from $1 million to more than $130 million.
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LINKS AND RESOURCES
Demographic Links
•

US Census Annual Estimates of Population for Incorporated Places in Florida
http://www.census.gov/popest/cities/tables/SUB-EST2007-04-12.xls

•

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitor’s Bureau 2007 Statistics
http://www.sunny.org/media/index.cfm?action=showArticle&articleID=447

•

Selected Statistics for the City of Fort Lauderdale
http://ci.ftlaud.fl.us/about.htm

•

Greater Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce Area Facts & Figures
http://www.ftlchamber.com/index.php?submenu=About_Ft_Lauderdale&src=gendocs&ref=
Facts%20%26%20Figures&category=On%20the%20Town

•

“100 Best Places to Live and Launch,” Fortune Small Business
http://money.cnn.com/galleries/2008/fsb/0803/gallery.best_places_to_launch.fsb/70.html

•

Civic, Tourism, Business & Business Organization Links, City of Fort Lauderdale
http://ci.ftlaud.fl.us

•

Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitor’s Bureau
http://www.sunny.org

•

Greater Fort Lauderdale Chamber of Commerce
http://www.ftlchamber.com

•

The Broward Alliance: Partnership for Economic Growth
http://www.browardalliance.org/index.php?src=

•

Fort Lauderdale International Boat Show
http://www.showmanagement.com/fort_lauderdale_international_boat_show/event/

•

Hall of Fame Marina
http://www.halloffamemarina.net/
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•

International Swimming Hall of Fame
http://www.ishof.org

•

Fort Lauderdale Aquatic Complex
http://ci.ftlaud.fl.us/flac/

		
		

Travel Links
•

Frommer’s Complete Guide to Fort Lauderdale
http://www.frommers.com/destinations/fortlauderdale/0121010001.html

•

Fodor’s Fort Lauderdale Travel Guide
http://www.fodors.com/world/north-america/usa/florida/fort-lauderdale/
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November 27, 2007

LAS OLAS BOULEVARD

Fort Lauderdale Hotel News
GREATER FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. – November 20, 2007 – Luxury has arrived in Greater Fort Lauderdale. With
chic, upscale hotels now open such as St. Regis Resort, Fort Lauderdale – the first in the state of the Florida – and
Hilton Fort Lauderdale Beach Resort opening in 2007, this refreshingly year-round vacation spot boasts an elegant
style and carefree personality.
In June 2008, the W Fort Lauderdale, another first for the sunshine state, will open its doors on Fort Lauderdale
Beach and not far behind will be real estate mogul Donald J. Trump with Trump International Hotel & Tower Fort
Lauderdale in 2009. Lauderdale Luxe is what Fort Lauderdale’s beachfront is commonly referred to these days with
new properties adding casual sophistication and elegance.
New hotels now open include: The newly completed, 25-story Hilton Fort Lauderdale Beach Resort, offers a spirit
of elegance that is personalized for each guest. The beachfront resort features 373-well appointed studios and
suites; 25,000-sq.-ft. Sunrise Terrace with a zero-entry pool and cabanas; beach concierge; grocery concierge; spa
treatments; children’s concierge and programs; ilios casual dining restaurant; Aquaknox and a gourmet bistro (soon
to open); golf at Parkland Golf & Country Club; and 10,000 square feet of meeting space. For resort information call
(954) 760-7177 or visit www.fortlauderdalebeachresort.hilton.com.
St. Regis Resort, Fort Lauderdale, Florida’s first, opened May 1, 2007. Located on Fort Lauderdale beach, the
new $240 million landmark luxury resort features 166 elegantly appointed guestrooms and suites with ocean and
Intracoastal Waterway views. Other amenities include, Cero, a stylish gourmet restaurant under the direction of
chef Toby Joseph, a fully-stocked wine room with more than 1,000 different bottles from around the world, an
intimate lounge, as well as European style Butler Service. A well-appointed 24,000-square-foot meeting space,
including a well-appointed ballroom, and a 29,000 square-foot tropical pool deck round out the functional spaces.
The St. Regis Spa offers massage therapy, aromatherapy and facial & body treatments, all available in 10 spacious
and relaxing treatment rooms, as well as a modern fitness center, equipped with saunas, whirlpools, steam rooms
and a full-service salon. For more information call (954) 465-2300 or visit www.stregis.com/fortlauderdale.
The Crowne Plaza Hollywood Beach, which just opened October 2007, is an upscale condo hotel boasting 311
well-appointed guestrooms overlooking the Intracoastal Waterway with flat screen TVs and Crowne Plaza’s “Sleep
Advantage” program with seven sleep amenities for a better nights rest. Highlights include large walk-out balconies
in all guestrooms, landscaped infinity pool, 140-seat elements Bistro featuring a contemporary feel with indoor and
outdoor seating, tiki bar, marina, 10,000 sq. ft. of flexible meeting space. For more information call 1-800-2276963 or visit www.crowneplaza.com/hollywoodbeach.
Coming Soon
Il Lugano at the Intracoastal in Fort Lauderdale, an $80 million project, stands 14-stories high and is located just
north of Oakland Park. Named after a luxurious lake resort area on the border of Switzerland and Italy, the hotel’s
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design features 105 studio and one-bedroom suites with oversized balconies and gourmet kitchens, a lush pool area
overlooking the Intracoastal, fitness center, business center, deep water boat slips, in-room washer and dryers,
iPod docking stations, and complimentary high-speed internet. An upscale, full-service, waterfront restaurant and
lounge, by The Puccini Group is soon to come. Il Concierge, 24-room service, as well as complimentary airport and
local transfers, round out the properties superlative services. The hotel is slated to welcome guests, January 2008.
For more information call, (954) 567-4484 or visit www.illugano.com.

Greater Fort Lauderdale will lay claim to another luxurious first: its first W Hotel. The $205 million W Fort
Lauderdale – a member of Starwood Hotels & Resorts’ prestigious Luxury Collection – is scheduled to open in June
2008. The 346-room hotel and its 171 luxury residences will be located on a 4 1/2-acre site offering dramatic views
of both the Atlantic Ocean and Intracoastal Waterway. Amenities at the 23-story, dual-tower property will include
a signature Stephen Starr restaurant, an inviting Living Room lobby, a state-of-the-art SWEAT® fitness center,
the renowned Bliss® Spa and a one-of-a-kind oceanfront infinity-edge pool. In addition, the W Fort Lauderdale
Hotel and Residences will boast more than 15,000 square feet of meeting space. Call (954) 462-1633 or explore
wfortlauderdaleresidences.com for more information.

Real estate mogul, Donald J. Trump has a condo hotel development planned on Fort Lauderdale beach.
Construction has begun on Trump International Hotel & Tower Fort Lauderdale, a 24-story building designed by
world-renowned architect Michael Graves. From the exterior, the property’s curvilinear lines and art-deco accents
recall a circa 1925-cruise liner. Inside, 301 luxuriously appointed one and two-bedroom suites feature Italian-marble
flooring and fine furnishings. Other Trump-worthy amenities will include a spa, tropical pool with waterfalls, and
a fine dining restaurant. Completion is expected in 2009. For more information visit www.TrumpFortLauderdale.
com or call 866-TRUMP-01 (866-878-6701).
Scheduled for completion in spring 2009, the Hollywood Grande Resort, a boutique hotel situated just steps from
Hollywood Beach. European based, WorldHotels, will manage the new property featuring 225 luxuriously appointed
guestrooms and suites. Other highlights include a rooftop pool, a spa and fitness center, enclosed courtyards, two
trendy bars and retail space. Call (954) 922-4498 or visit www.hollywoodgrande.com for more information.
Ocean Properties, Ltd. is planning to build the Marriott Ocean Village and Resort, a conference, retail and hotel
complex on six acres of Hollywood Beach oceanfront and Intracoastal Waterway, at Johnson Street. Construction is
expected to begin late 2007. For more information call (561) 279-9900.
WCI Communities introduced plans for an ultra-luxury, oceanfront condo-hotel at the OceanSide project on
Atlantic Boulevard in Pompano Beach. Expected to be the Fairmont Pompano Beach, the 22-story resort is
planned to include such amenities as a 20,000 square foot spa; zero-entry pool; meeting space; and a public plaza
with restaurants, boutiques, walking plazas, fountains and outdoor cafés. Set on three acres of prime beachfront
property, the hotel’s 303-suites and 77 luxury residences incorporates a distinctive curved architecture along the
Atlantic. Hotel construction is scheduled to begin in 2008, with completion in 2011. For more information call
(954) 691-4160 or visit www.OceanSideWCI.com.
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Renovations On The Horizon
The 589-room Fort Lauderdale Grande Hotel & Yacht Club, has embarked on an impressive renaissance project,
which ultimately embraces the energy and spirit of its water culture surroundings. An impressive $65 million
revitalization plan consists of a complete redesign of the hotel’s public spaces, including the lobby, all guest rooms
and suites, as well as enhancements to the 20,000 square feet of existing meeting and event facilities. Also, planned
is the world-famous Jeffrey Chodorow restaurant venture – China Grill offering views of the majestic Intracoastal
Waterway. Additional enhancements include a renovated pool and upgraded meeting and special event space.
Renovations are scheduled for completion in early 2008. For more information visit www.fortlauderdalegrande.
com.
Fort Lauderdale’s Holiday Inn is getting a chic makeover into one of the coolest resorts on the beachfront, complete
with a new restaurant run by China Grill Management. LXR Luxury Resorts is investing $20 million into a
conversion project that would transform the 38-year old structure into a boutique hotel aimed at trendsetters and
fashionistas. Date of completion to be announced. For more information visit www.luxuryresorts.com.
Hyatt Place, formerly Amerisuites, will feature spacious guestrooms, signature Hyatt Grand Beds, and
complimentary Wi-Fi throughout the hotel. The standard lobby will be replaced with a free-flowing Gallery,
featuring a specialty coffee and wine bar, as well as comfy furniture and flat screen TVs. The 24-hour Guest Kitchen
and Gallery Café offer daily complimentary continental breakfast, as well as other menu items that can easily be
charged to a guest’s room via a cashless food center kiosk. Renovations expected to be complete by the end of 2007.
For more information visit www.hyattplace.com or call (954) 763-7670.
Recently Completed Makeovers
LXR Luxury Resorts’ Hyatt Regency Pier Sixty-Six Resort & Spa has undergone a significant $30 million renovation,
including a complete redesign of the Deluxe Lanai and Tower guestrooms and suites with luxurious retro-modern
appointments. The resort’s updating also includes the transformation of the pool and lanai courtyard with a
spectacular three-pool waterfall oasis and eight additional deluxe cabanas. Most noteworthy of changes, the famed
Pier Top, known for its panoramic views, is now a chic, ultra-modern designed small meetings and special event
space. The lobby has been opened up to take advantage of the property’s tropical views and features a sleek, new bar.
Enhancement of the resort’s 25,000-square-feet of meeting space include a newly refurbished Chrystal Ballroom
which accommodates up to 900 guests. For more information visit www.pier66.com.
The 261-room Courtyard by Marriott Fort Lauderdale Beach, nestled between beautiful Blue Wave beaches and
the picturesque Intracoastal Waterway, recently re-opened its doors October 2007, after receiving a multi-million
dollar makeover. The new hotel, which was completely reconstructed from its former existence as the DoubleTree
Oceanfront, features a vibrant beach theme. Amenities include 88 parlor suites with king-size beds, plush linens,
mini-refrigerators, 32-inch LCD flat-panel televisions with a free premium movie channel, fine furnishings and
deluxe spa products. Other amenities include Bluewater Restaurant & Bar, a full-service restaurant, outdoor
swimming pool and Jacuzzi overlooking the Atlantic; pool bar with cabana service and nearly 1,400 square feet of
functional meeting space, fitness and business centers. For reservations, call 954-524-8733 or visit www.Marriott.
com/FLLCO.
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Situated on the Intracoastal Waterway in Fort Lauderdale, Gallery One Fort Lauderdale, managed by Hilton
Hotels Corporation as a Doubletree hotel, recently completed a two-year, $25 million renovation project, which
has transformed the property into a full-service boutique hotel. Updates include a new “gallery” design theme
showcasing a unique collection of artwork and modern furniture in the lobby. The 231-suite resort residences, one
and two-bedroom suites, feature modern kitchens, granite counter tops, stainless steel appliances, and plasma TVs.
Resort amenities now consist of a tropically landscaped terrace, water taxi service from the hotel’s dock, fitness
center, business center, executive meeting and event facilities, access to a private cruising yacht, and restaurant and
lounge with outdoor entertainment area. For reservations call (954) 565-3800 or visit www.galleryone.doubletree.
com.
Holiday Inn Hotel and Suites, formerly the Hilton Fort Lauderdale Sunrise, is operated by Integral Hospitality
Solutions. This 297-room property, which includes 90 suites and 6,960 square feet of flexible meeting space, has
completed a $20 million renovation. The hotel also features a professional soccer field. For reservations call (954)
748-7000 or visit www.ichotelsgroup.com/h/d/hi/1/en/hotel/fllnu.

The new Hyatt Regency Bonaventure Conference Center & Spa in Weston (formerly the Bonaventure Resort &
Conference Center) just completed a $100 million renovation. The refurbished hotel features 501 spacious, modern
guestrooms, four swimming pools, multiple dining options and a state of the art conference center spanning
100,000 square feet of meeting space. Additionally, the first and only destination Red Door Lifestyle Spa, Elizabeth
Arden, recently opened at the hotel providing guests with an unmatched spa experience. For reservations, please
visit www.bonaventure.hyatt.com or call 1-800-233-1234.
http://tsdg.typepad/lasolas/2007/11/fort-lauderdale.html
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Fort Lauderdale Beach Redevelopment Information
Beach Streetscape Master Plan and Beach Overlay Districts
City of Fort Lauderdale, Florida “Venice of America”

Beach Streetscape Master Plan and Beach Overlay Districts–Background and Overview
The City of Fort Lauderdale made a commitment in 1984 to be the “Best City of Its Size” by 1994. Since that time,
one area of the City that has undergone a dramatic change has been the Central Beach Area. The area, which spans
from South Beach/Bahia Mar north to Sunrise Boulevard, has experienced an ongoing influx of renovation and
new construction that began in the late 1980s after the Fort Lauderdale City Commission adopted a comprehensive
re-write of the Central Beach Zoning Code and established the Beach Community Redevelopment Area. These
two measures created incentives which helped attract private development and commitments for further public
investment and redevelopment partnerships.
Several capital improvements began to redefine the Central Beach Area in the late 1980s and early 1990s including:
the realignment of State Road A1A, relocation of beach on-street parking to medians on adjacent streets, and
construction of the award-winning beach wave wall and promenade. All of these initiatives helped improve the
image and aesthetics of the Central Beach Area, reposition Fort Lauderdale as a family-oriented destination for
residents and visitors, and stimulate additional private sector response.
In 1998, the City again reviewed its development codes and also examined its infrastructure plans for transportation
and parking in the Central Beach Area. This review process resulted in recommendations for additional changes
and more detailed studies. The Beach Redevelopment Advisory Board (BRAB) capitalized on this opportunity to
expand proposed landscaping and aesthetic improvements to all streets within the Central Beach Area, as well as
the arterials and collector streets to the south and north of the area that comprise the primary entranceways into
Fort Lauderdale Beach. The consulting firm of Keith and Schnars completed a Preliminary Design and Engineering
Study for the beach transportation system in 2001. The City Commission then authorized the preparation of detailed
design and construction documents for the transportation improvements recommended in the study.
In 2001, the City Commission also authorized the team of Keith and Schnars and EDSA to complete a Beach
Streetscape Master Plan. The Master Plan was designed to address aesthetic issues within the rights-of-way of
streets in the study area that included the Central Beach Area and A1A from the South Beach parking lot north to
Mayan Drive. The Master Plan included four main tasks: collection of base information, site inventory and analysis,
preliminary and final master planning.
The Final Beach Streetscape Master Plan was presented and accepted by the BRAB and City Commission in the
fall of 2002. Both the BRAB and City Commission recommended that the next steps of implementation of the
Plan be initiated. The steps included preparation of schematic and detailed design plans of the improvements and
development of a schedule for funding, design and implementation.
The preliminary Schematic Design Plan was presented to the BRAB at their June 19, 2004 meeting. The Schematic
Plan was approved by the City Commission on September 21, 2004. The City is now moving forward with detailed
designs, cost estimates and an implementation schedule.
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NBRA and SLA Proposed Beach Overlay Districts

One of the major work items of the City of Fort Lauderdale’s Redevelopment Services and Marine Facilities Division
for fiscal year 2004, involves development of a zoning tool or “overlay district” that would assist and encourage the
improvement, redevelopment and preservation of the North Beach Residential (NBRA) and Sunrise Lane (SLA)
zoned areas of Fort Lauderdale’s Central Beach.

An “overlay” district is a special zoning district that is adopted by the City Commission to identify a special resource
or development area. It is implemented by adopting new zoning provisions that apply in that area. These regulations
are in addition to the existing provisions of the zoning ordinance. An overlay district can facilitate a wide array of
development options and goals, including watershed protection, traditional neighborhood development, transitoriented development, cluster development and historic preservation, to name just a few. The general purpose of an
overlay district is to either conserve natural resources or realize development objectives without unduly disturbing
the expectations created by the existing zoning ordinance and conventional districts.
City staff completed its initial research on overlay districts and presented its finding and recommendations to
the Beach Redevelopment Advisory Board (BRAB) at its June 19, 2004 meeting. The recommendations included
moving forward with drafting an overlay district for the NBRA and SLA that would address the following issues:
relaxing yard, signage, landscaping and parking requirements; reexamining the nonconforming building/use
requirements; increasing the allowable uses in the districts; and attempting to make the present approval processes
more expeditious and user-friendly.
http://www.ci.fort-lauderdale.fl.us/beach/masterplan/beach_mp.htm
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E-ZINE ARTICLES

Fort Lauderdale Real Estate - The City Is Seeing A Rise In
Home Property Values
Vanessa A. Doctor
Famous for being known as the “Venice of America,” the city of Fort Lauderdale is located in Broward County,
Florida. The city has a total population of 152,397, and is the county seat of Broward County, and forms a part of the
South Florida metropolitan area.
The city’s extended metro area covers 23 miles of beach front that stretches along the Atlantic Ocean waters.
This pleasant metropolis has been refined into a vibrant, yet casually sophisticated city, offering more than 2,500
restaurants that have world-class dining amenities, but still retains that unique local flavor and personality. The
climate in this part of the state is tropical, and averages a year-round temperature of 77 degrees.
The City Has Seen Robust Growth In The Past Decade
Fort Lauderdale’s downtown area, especially within Las Olas Boulevard, has seen impressive economic growth
in the past decade, and now is home to many new hotels and high-rise condominium projects. Other major
enhancements include a large array of new fashionable shopping districts, boutiques, galleries, cafes and restaurants
as well as the upgrading of Lockhart Stadium, to effectively attract major sporting events.
In the last 10 years, there have been 15 new development projects, with a total of 2,600 units, along the coast of Fort
Lauderdale, Hollywood, and Pompano Beach, and thousands more are on the rise or are being proposed. The city
and its surrounding area, from Riverwalk in the Las Olas and downtown district, to the city’s sandy beaches, offer an
exciting array of leisure and entertainment activities, and cultural events as well.
The Area’s Property Markets Are Booming
The city’s real estate market is currently thriving, despite the slowdown in the US housing market. Real estate values
in Fort Lauderdale have appreciated by a whopping 33 percent in 2007.
New large-scale developments are rising in the skyline of the city’s downtown area, and this includes 11 highrise and mid-rise luxury condo projects. Famous retail chains identified the metro area as loaded with a fertile
commercial base, and have established their presence here. Some of these famous and upscale commercial firms
include names like Starbucks, Krispy Kreme, Whole Foods and Barnes & Noble booksellers. The revitalization of the
downtown district has brought more options for dining, shopping and entertainment.
When one thinks of this city and the whole of south Florida as well, one major aspect that comes to mind is the large
number of condominiums that dot this area’s landscape.
Condo complexes are a very popular among people who wish to live a low-maintenance lifestyle, and also as an
alternative to the traditional single-family home living arrangements, and to those who looking for part-time
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vacation retreats. Condo projects in this city vary from 2-floor
buildings with a handful of units to high-rise towers with hundreds
of units.
Tourism Is The Major Driving Force Of The Area

Fort Lauderdale’s economy is very much reliant on tourism. During

the 1970s, the area was famous as a spring break destination for
college students. However, since the 1980s, police have cracked
down on underage drinking and other illicit activity, and the tourist
revenues have been largely redirected toward cruise ships and
other water sports or boating activities. In the last few years, the
city however has welcomed back spring break visitors with open
arms, in large part due to the massive infusion of cash these visitors
provide to the local economy.
http://hometerra.com - Fort Lauderdale Real Estate
http://ezinearticles.com/?Fort-Lauderdale-Real-Estate---The-CityIs-Seeing-A-Rise-In-Home-Property-Values&id=1022106
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February 16, 2005

GALLERIA REALTY

Excerpt

Donald J. Trump Enters Ft. Lauderdale Market With Luxury
Condo/hotel On The Beach
City Approves 298-unit Trump International Hotel & Tower

FT. LAUDERDALE, Fla. (February 16, 2005)— Trump International Hotel & Tower will debut as a five-star, 298unit condo/hotel on the ocean in Fort Lauderdale. Behind the project is real estate mogul Donald J. Trump and
prominent New York-based developer Roy Stillman in partnership with internationally recognized resort and hotel
development company Bayrock Group. The development will rise at 551 N. Ft. Lauderdale Beach Blvd. just north of
Las Olas Boulevard. Construction will begin in April with completion scheduled for February 2007. Fully furnished
and outfitted deluxe studios, one and twobedroom suites will average approximately $1,000 per square foot.
Flaunting a distinctive, curved shape new to the Fort Lauderdale beachfront, the 24- story tower, designed by
renowned Architect Michael Graves and Associates in collaboration with Oscar Garcia Architects, will resemble a
1925 luxury cruise liner in look and feel.
“We are thrilled to be entering this market with such a presence. We’ve found the best location in which to offer
the finest and most luxurious five-star experience. This will truly be a landmark on Fort Lauderdale Beach,” states
Donald J. Trump.
Roy Stillman, managing member of Stillman Bayrock Merrimac LLC, adds, “Our combined expertise in
development will ensure a level of architectural innovation not seen in South Florida.”
“Our alliance with two leading development firms creates a tightly woven infrastructure of finance, operations and
development aptitude that buyers will recognize and the city will benefit from,” commented Tevfik Arif of Bayrock
Group, co-managing member of Stillman Bayrock Merrimac LLC.
To exemplify Trump’s signature level of luxury, Trump International Hotel & Tower Fort Lauderdale will have the
most elegant interior finishes and features. Italian marble flooring and top-of-the-line appliances, unparalleled
amenities and white-glove service, a health club and spa, world-class restaurant, concierge, valet, room service and
24- hour security will be among them.
Trump conceived the condominium hotel concept in New York with Trump International Hotel & Tower on Central
Park West, which is currently rated the number one hotel in the United States by Conde Nast Traveler. Two major
advantages of Trump’s condo/hotel concept are that condominium owners have the option to allow a premier
hotel management company to maintain and rent their units when not occupied, and that they are offered among
the most favorable rental programs found in the marketplace today. Donald J. Trump established The Trump
Organization in 1980 as the umbrella organization for all of his real estate developments and other corporate
affiliates.
Article Continues
http://www.galleriarealty.com/pressreleases
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SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL

Excerpt

$500 Million Remake Of Bahia Mar Would Include
High-rises
By Tom Stieghorst
Fort Lauderdale’s waterfront oasis Bahia Mar would be reborn as a Waldorf- Astoria hotel surrounded by new
luxury condominiums and shops, under a $500 million development plan submitted to the city Thursday. In
addition to a new four-acre waterside park, the plan from developer LXR Luxury Resorts & Hotels would maintain a
permanent home for the annual fall boat show.
The project could bring welcome revenue to the city, according to LXR, quadrupling the government’s take from
lease payments and real estate taxes to almost $10 million annually. And it would further remake Fort Lauderdale
beach as an upscale strip, one that already includes new St. Regis and Trump hotels. “It’s sort of the exclamation
point at the end of the word luxury when you talk about Fort Lauderdale,” said Nicki Grossman, president of the
Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau.
Key to the plan is a 20-foot-tall parking structure as big as a football field that would be topped by trees and grass
and open to the public. The structure would sit on the west side of Bahia Mar, softening the view of the 16-acre
property from the city’s Idlewyld neighborhood across the Intracoastal Waterway.
The park would be covered by exhibition tents during the boat show, and other exhibits would be located in the
parking area. The wiring, duct work and other infrastructure for the show would be built-in during construction. “I
would never have developed this plan but for the boat show,” said LXR Vice President Peter J. Henn.
To get to the park, residents would stroll on a paved promenade LXR plans to build along the waterfront north to
Las Olas Boulevard.
If the plans are approved, by the third quarter of 2010, LXR hopes to open the initial phase of the project, a pair of
elite waterside restaurants of 10,000 and 8,000 square feet along Seabreeze Boulevard on the site’s north end. The
existing 15-story hotel tower would be updated and marketed by Hilton Hotels Corp.
The 256-room Waldorf-Astoria, designed in a starkly modern style, would rise in place of a four-story hotel building
on the property’s south side. Although its exterior would look nothing like the 1931 Art Deco original on New York’s
Park Avenue, the interior would include that hotel’s famed “Peacock Alley” promenade.
Article Continues
Staff Writer Brittany Wallman contributed to this report.
Tom Stieghorst can be reached at tstieghorst@sun-sentinel.com or 305-810-5008.
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SOUTH FLORIDA BUSINESS JOURNAL

W Hotels Plans W Fort Lauderdale Hotel And Residences

White Plains, N.Y.-based W Hotels said it plans to open a $220 million W Fort Lauderdale Hotel and Residences in
December 2006 - the company’s first W Hotel in Florida.
Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide (NYSE: HOT), W Hotels’ parent company, said it will manage the 346-room
hotel and 171 luxury residences for Capri Resorts, an affiliate of CL Financial, a multibillion-dollar conglomerate
based in the Caribbean. Another affiliate of CL Financial, Colonial Development Group, will develop the W Fort
Lauderdale Hotel and Residences, W Hotels said.
W Hotels already has 17 locations, with five more planned.

On a 4.5-acre site on Fort Lauderdale beach, W Hotels said a 23-story, two-tower hotel and residences will include a
restaurant, 10,000-square-foot spa and fitness facility and more than 13,000 square feet of meeting space, including
a grand ballroom that seats more than 300 people.
Owners of the W Residences, the company said, will be able to use all the W Hotel facilities, plus have the option of
24-hour room service, daily maid service and concierge service.
The company said it will open a sales center, including a model room, later this year.
“With Fort Lauderdale in the midst of such an extraordinary renaissance, we are excited about opening what will
certainly become a landmark destination in this world-class city,” said Barry S. Sternlicht, Starwood chairman and
chief executive officer.
http://www.andyweiser.com/newcon/w_hotel_and_residences.htm
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MIAMI HERALD

Ritz-carlton Coming To Fort Lauderdale’s Beach

Fort Lauderdale wants wealthy travelers and soon will have a Ritz-Carlton to
lure them to a beach once best known for spring-break antics.
BY DOUGLAS HANKS, dhanks@MiamiHerald.com
Ritz-Carlton will plant its flag on Fort Lauderdale beach, a milestone in the destination’s bid to retire its springbreak reputation in favor of a more exclusive image.Ritz-Carlton confirmed Tuesday it will replace St. Regis as the
operator of a 166-unit condo-hotel at 1 N. Fort Lauderdale Beach Blvd.
St. Regis, a Starwood brand, canceled its management contract at the hotel amid a dispute with developer Castillo
Grand. The swap means increased bragging rights for Broward County tourism officials, given Ritz-Carlton’s image
as one of the country’s top luxury brands. St. Regis targets the same affluent customers but operates only seven
hotels in the United States, compared to 40 for Ritz-Carlton.
“Ritz-Carlton certainly has a better-known name than St. Regis,’’ said Scott Brush, a hospitality consultant in
Palmetto Bay. Added Broward tourism director Nicki Grossman: “We have long coveted the kind of attention you
get when you’re a Ritz-Carlton community.’’
Famous as a spring break favorite for decades -- MGM filmed 1960’s Where the Boys Are there -- Fort Lauderdale
hotels have been pushing higher rates to mixed results. While rooms across Broward are selling for 30 percent more
than they were in 2005, demand is down. Occupancy declined from 80 percent in 2005 to 73 percent last year, and
so far 2008 has brought small dips in both rates and occupancy. But the lodging industry clearly sees more upside to
come. St. Regis was the first to bring a luxury brand to Fort Lauderdale when it opened in May 2007. Condo-hotels
by W and Donald Trump’s hotel brand are under construction, and Mandarin and Waldorf-Astoria plan to open
hotels in Fort Lauderdale, too.
Ritz-Carlton had been interested in taking over the oceanfront Lago Mar resort, but those talks collapsed after
owner Walter Banks decided the renovation costs would be too high. Ritz-Carlton takes over for St. Regis on Aug. 11.
The chain, Marriott’s luxury brand, already operates hotels in Key Biscayne, South Beach and Coconut Grove, and is
building a luxury timeshare and condominium resort in Miami Beach.
Fred Bullard, Castillo Grand’s managing partner, said most of the hotel’s 320 workers will keep their jobs when RitzCarlton takes over. The Ritz-Carlton Fort Lauderdale will be the chain’s first conversion of a U.S. property, since its
other hotel were either built or renovated to Ritz-Carlton specifications.
Ezzat Coutry, Ritz-Carlton’s top executive for the Southeast and Latin America, said the newly built hotel on the
site of the old Candy Store bar mostly meshes with the chain’s standards. “We have some minor things to change,”
Coutry said. “It’s a beautiful hotel.”
www.miamiherald.com/business/story/614145.html
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WHAT IS PRO DIVE SCHOOL?

To refer to Pro Dive as a scuba school is to confuse summer camp and college. Pro Dive International is a
premiere training facility for dive industry professionals, designed to transform a student’s love of scuba
diving into a full-fledged career in the sport. And its influence lives up to the “international” in its name.
The Professional Association of Dive Instructors (PADI) calls the Florida-based school their “first ever Career
Development Center in the world” and the “most chosen” center in the U.S. “Pro Dive has occupied a
unique position in the diving industry for many years,” says Bob Coleman, PADI’s vp of sales. He calls it
the “Gold Standard” in scuba instruction. “When you look at the diving world today,” he says, “many dive
center owners and people in the industry went through the Pro Dive program.”
The Campus
Pro Dive is located in a lovely beach front spot in the heart of Fort Lauderdale Beach, where the
water is notoriously warm and clear. The state-of-the-art training campus includes four on-site pools, three
classrooms, and a custom-built, 60-foot glass bottom dive vessel – a double decker floating classroom. A
full service retail dive center is on site to accommodate equipment and service needs and to offer a large
inventory of rental equipment as well. The South Florida resort setting gives students a real world diving
environment in which to hone their craft and experience a complete range of aqua instruction, from pools
and lakes to reefs and open ocean.
The Curriculum
Pro Dive offers scuba instruction to divers of all levels, from first-time and recreational divers to
professional divemasters and instructors who want to enhance their skills. For aspiring instructors, the
company offers one of the most comprehensive scuba career training programs in the world. The Scuba
Career Development programs are a series of high quality programs designed to take both divers – and
non-divers – toward their goal of becoming scuba instructors. In fact, Pro Dive is one of the few schools
that can take a raw beginner, someone who has never been underwater, all the way through to becoming
a qualified, certified instructor. The company also offers unique, and proprietary, training for the resort
industry. The Resort Operations Specialist program (ROS®) was written and developed exclusively
for Pro Dive by Dr. Alex Brylske, one of the foremost experts on diver education and an award-winning
authority on sustainable marine tourism. This “flagship” program is constantly updated to stay current with
industry trends and resort needs, and to insure that ROS® graduates are among the best trained in the
world. And for graduates, Pro Dive offers a Job Placement Program, which has placed more instructors in
the scuba industry than almost any other school.

•
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The Staff
Pro Dive emphasizes high quality PADI instruction, and its executive team includes some of the best in the
field:
• CEO Tec Clark, a.k.a. ScubaGuru, is a renowned diving industry expert, specializing in scuba 		
		 instructor training and development, college and university dive training (academic diving), 		
		 forensic diving accident investigation, and the sport of freediving. He holds credentials from 		
		 multiple diving organizations, and his long list of industry positions includes Managing Director 		
		 of the University of Florida Academic Diving Program, National Director of the YMCA Scuba
		 Program, and Chief Operating Officer for Pro Dive. Tec has appeared as a diving expert on
		A&E, The Discovery Channel, and The Outdoor Life Network, and in the YMCA of the USA
		 Swim Lessons and Lifeguard training videos. He has co-edited several diving texts, authored
		 articles for Skin Diver Magazine, and is a popular speaker at industry conventions and trade
		 shows. He is quoted in Rodale’s Scuba Diving, Dive Training, The Dive Report, Aquatics
		 International, and Scuba America: The Human History of Sport Diving, and, in 2004, was named
		 in the Who’s Who in Aquatics.
• Genevieve Sparg (COO) has been diving for twenty-two years, twelve of them professionally.
		A native of South Africa, her career has taken her across the country and around the world,
		 from Boston to Zanzibar. She is veteran scuba instructor, an independent technical consultant for
		 equipment purchasing and motor yacht outfitting, and has led expeditions as diverse as diving
		 with leopard seals in Antarctica and Humboldt squid in the Sea of Cortez. Sparg’s industry
		 positions have included Director of Training for Underseas Scuba Center in Chicago and for
		United Divers in Boston, as well as Founder of PG Dive in Newton, Mass. She has also received
		 numerous honors and awards for excellence from PADI and Scuba Schools International (SSI).
• H. Kelly Levendorf (Chief Business Development Officer) is a twenty-five year industry
		 veteran whose experience includes retail management, instructor development, school 		
		 administration, and charter operation ownership. Levendorf began his professional diving career
		 in college and has taught at The American University, George Washington University, The
		University of Pittsburgh, Amoray Dive resort in Key Largo, and through National Diving Center,
		 the District of Columbia’s premier retail dive center. In 2000, he came to Pro Dive, where he
		 soon became Director of Job Placement, Director of Wholesale PADI Materials Department
		 and Director of Student Recruitment. Under his care, Pro Dive’s career development enrollment
		 reached the highest in the company’s history
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Capt. Stuart Dye (VP, Charter Department) is widely considered one of South Florida’s most
experienced and knowledgeable captains. He is a master instructor, a certified full-cave diver,
and an accomplished technical diver with extensive deep air experience. By 2008, Dye had
captained more than 5,000 charters and logged more than 2,500 dives.

WHAT IS PRO DIVE CHARTERS?
Since its establishment in 1975, Pro Dive has had a highly respected reputation as a top quality dive
operation. The company conducts daily scuba and snorkel charters, as well as glass-bottom boat
tours, to the area’s natural coral reefs and shipwrecks. The 60-foot, custom-built dive boat is navigated
by the most experienced dive boat captains in South Florida and can accommodate all levels of divers,
from beginner to master. Because of Pro Dive’s commitment to education, even snorkel trips have a learning
component. In addition to the traditional aqua tours of mansions and waterways, Pro Dive charters provide
curious tourists and adventurers with information on reef ecology and eco-sustainability.

•
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THE HISTORY OF PRO DIVE
Pro Dive began with a passion and a vision. As a young man, founder Greg Mackay had fallen in love with
scuba diving and dreamed of sharing his knowledge and enthusiasm for the sport with others. When he
graduated from college, he became a PADI-certified scuba instructor and began a new life. A year later,
he launched his own business: a dive center in the heart of Fort Lauderdale Beach. Established in 1975,
Pro Dive soon became one of the first PADI 5 Star Dive Centers in the United States.
As the dive industry continued to grow, so did Pro Dive. Mackay quickly
recognized the need for high quality, professional scuba instructors,
and he committed his company to training them. In 1984, Pro Dive
established its Scuba Career Development Program, which became
one of PADI’s first Instructor Development Centers. Resorts were the
next goal on the horizon. In order to fulfill the specific hiring demands
of dive resort operators, Pro Dive expanded the scope of its Scuba
Career Training, developing and copyrighting the industry’s first Resort
Operations Specialist (ROS®) program.
Pro Dive’s commitment to comprehensive training of dive professionals
led to a number of accolades, including an Outstanding Achievement
Award for valuable contributions to PADI Instructor Development.
In 1996, the company was awarded as PADI’s “first ever Career
Development Center in the world.” And in 1998, the association
recognized Pro Dive as “the most chosen PADI Career Development
Center in the U.S.A.”
Sadly, Mackay and his wife were killed in a skiing accident on January 11, 2000. However, he left a
world-wide community of quality Pro Dive alumni and a company driven by excellence.
For the next few years, Pro Dive operated under the custodianship of the estate and the management
of John Hudson, former Director of Operations. In 2004, the company was purchased by the Frank
Gernert Group, which moved it to its present location, a beautiful location with waterfront restaurant.
The unfavorable terms of the prior lease, however, caused extreme financial difficulties for Pro Dive and
paved the way for its current purchase, in 2008, by ATA Holdings, LLC. Due to Doug Huberman’s and
Mike Rosemblum’s solid real-estate experience, the lease concerns no longer exist. (Please refer to The
Opportunity, pages 1-8.)
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WHY PRO DIVE IS A GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Scuba diving, as an investment, may seem as solid as, well, water. But Pro Dive International is a stable
business opportunity with phenomenal business potential and viability. Three factors make “diving into Pro
Dive” a sensible move: a sound core business, favorable economic factors, and new management with a
vision.
#1 Pro Dive is a Great Product
Pro Dive has spent 33 years creating a reputation for quality. A premier training facility and dive
operation, it is recognized by PADI, the Professional Association of Diving Instructors, as “the most
chosen Career Development Center in the U.S.A.” The Pro Dive name is recognized around the world.
The executive team represents a stellar collection of diving experience and business savvy. And the school
itself is a proven product. Pro Dive has produced more scuba instructors than almost any other dive center.
Many dive center owners and industry professionals went through the Pro Dive program and, says PADI’s
Coleman, “for years there was a direct pipeline from Pro Dive to the Caribbean.” The school’s international
cadre of alumni -- jokingly referred to as the “Pro Dive Mafia” -- continues to support the school with
loyalty and students.
#2 Economic Winds are Strong

Balanced. No one would describe these as steady economic times, but Pro Dive’s dual business
		 profile – education and charters – gives it a unique stability when the financial waters get rough.
		Each side of the business offsets the other. And, because it is an international industry, even the
		 weak dollar has its benefits. Surfing a Poor Economy. Recreational scuba diving tends to be a
		 pro-cyclical business, in that it follows the ups and downs of the economy. When times are
		 bad, people cut back on luxuries like diving vacations. But they also explore new options.
		Many 30 and 40-something middle managers, who lose their jobs in a recession, will decide to
		 make life changing career shifts, and teaching tourists or running a dive shop suddenly may
		 seem like a great alternative to corporate rat race. This makes Pro Dive’s educational
		 program counter-cyclical: when the economy goes down, scuba instructor enrollment goes
		 up. And it doesn’t hurt that Pro Dive training qualifies Sallie Mae student loans!
•
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Making Room for the Military. The same is true for military draw-downs, which we can expect as
we ease our way out of Iraq. Many ex-soldiers return looking for work but find they can
no longer handle the pace of a mundane desk job. They need excitement, outdoor activity, and
a hint of danger. The number of scuba instructor candidates seems to rise with the return of
combat soldiers. Fortunately, training at Pro Dive qualifies for VA benefits.

Winning with a Weak Dollar.
		 Pro Dive can actually benefit
		 from a weak dollar. Florida is
		 a popular destination for
		Europeans to dive and take
		 instructor training. While the
		 dollar is at historic lows, the
		Euro is at historic highs.
		Any questions?
•

#3 New Management Eyes the Horizon
In addition to sound core business and positive economic factors, new management brings new expertise
and a fresh vision to Pro Dive. By renegotiating a bad lease, the “new” Pro Dive has already reduced
operating costs by nearly $200,000. Now it is looking at untapped revenue sources. For instance:
•

		
•

		
•

The Pro Dive name is a valuable intellectual property that has never been exploited. There is a
huge licensing market to be tapped for clothes, diving accessories, etc.
Pro Dive students book almost 7,000 room nights a year in local hotels. Pro Dive has never
received referral fees from hotels or travel agents. A new referral system is in the works.
Reality TV continues to grow in popularity and revenue. The dive world is an untapped setting.

•
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Soaring to New Heights with Marketing Plan
A new Marketing Plan is also in place to increase the company’s appeal and exposure. Some of the
highlights of the plan include:

Revamping and revitalizing the Websites to showcase strengths and appeal to Gen Y and
		Eco-Boomers.
•

•
•

		
		

Establishing social networking accounts on sites like Facebook and MySpace

Launching Pro Dive videos into the viral stream of YouTube and email. The original video
has recorded almost 1300 views to date with no promotion. Aggressive placement could yield
unlimited potential at no expense beyond production costs.

Creating a Pro Dive Hall of Fame. No other school has such a cadre of successful graduates.
		This will be a virtual and physical “museum” to showcase alumni contributions to the industry.
•

Creating partnerships with the Ft. Lauderdale Convention and Visitors Bureau, International
		Yacht Training association, and Hotel Concierges.
•

•
Focused advertising in key markets, designed around short-term and long-term goals. A great
		 product, an industry that can weather most economic turns, and skilled management at the helm
		 make Pro Dive International a relatively safe ride and an excellent opportunity. Dive in!
		The water’s fine.
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LINKS AND RESOURCES
Dive News
•

Scuba Diving Magazine (online and print)
http://www.scubadiving.com

•

Sport Diver (online and print)
http://www.sportdiver.com

•

Skin Diver Magazine (online and print)
http://www.skin-diver.com

•

Dive Magazine (online)
http://www.divemagazine.co.uk

•

Dive News (online)
http://www.divenews.com

•

Dive Net (online)
http://www.divernet.com/

		
		
		
		
		
		

Watch ProDive Video on Scuba Channel
•

		
		
		

Pro Dive - Take That Giant Stride with Confidence
http://www.video.scubadata.com/show-video.php?media=http://youtube.com/v/qj6OELCYoT8.
swf&tag=Florida+pro&title=Pro%20Dive%20-%20Take%20That%20Giant%20Stride%20with%20Conf
idence&x=3

ProDive Online Mentions
•

Times Online [UK] http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/travel/destinations/usa/article1887006.ece

•

Scuba Diving Smiles.com
http://www.scuba-diving-smiles.com/scuba-dive-job-opportunities.html

•

Scuba Diving [Tec Clark quoted]
http://www.scubadiving.com/article/Swept_Away2/

•

Adventure Guide to Southeast Florida (Google Books)
http://www.divingfinder.com/Scuba_Diving/North_America/United_States/Pro_Dive_International

		
		
		

•
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•

Profiles, Services, Directories
http://www.divingfinder.com/Scuba_Diving/North_America/United_States/Pro_Dive_International

•

Diving Associations and Non-Profit Organizations, NAUI Worldwide
http://www.naui.org

•

Professional Association of Diving Instructors (PADI)
http://www.padi.com

•

Scuba Schools International (SSI)
http://www.ssiusa.com

•

Professional Diving Association (PDA)
http://www.pdaww.com

•

International Association of Nitrox and Technical Divers
http://www.iantd.com

•

Divers Alert Network (DAN)
http://www.diversalertnetwork.org/
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PRO DIVE MAGAZINE

Scuba Career Training from Beginner to Pro
Pro Dive is the industry leader in providing dive training from the very beginning level to instructor level and
beyond. Located in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, they offer a variety of programs to help you reach your individual
diving goals. They tailor programs to meet the needs of divers regardless of prior experience.
Pro Dive’s Phase Programs are all inclusive, complete education packages that progressively take you through
the Career Development Program. Phases can be completed consecutively or over a period of time to meet your
scheduling needs. You may enroll in any of the courses within the Phases on an individual basis provided you meet
the entry requirements for that course.
Phase I- This program will provide Advanced certified divers all of the training courses required to reach the first
professional membership level of PADI Divemaster.
Phase II - This program will provide divemasters the training courses necessary to obtain the basic entry-level
instructor ratings.
Phase III - This program is for PADI Open Water Scuba Instructors who wish to continue their diving education in
order to attain a wide variety of Specialty Instructor ratings as well as the Nitrox Instructor rating. br>
Phase IV - This phase concentrates on additional skills required when working in the Dive Resort environment and
results in the highly sought after ROS®– Resort Operations Specialist certification.
Pro Dive International® recently announced that its final ROS® (Resort Operations Specialist) course of 2006
(December 28th start date) will be a pilot program for Pro Dive’s awaited new curriculum and will include the
chance to be taught by the expert who literally wrote the book, Dr. Alex Brylske.
To learn more about ProDive training programs for both professional and recreational divers, visit: ProDive USA
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SPORTSDIVER

Pro Dive Graduates Find Different Paths To Success
People aspiring to work in the scuba diving industry come from all over the world to get their instructor training at
Pro Dive International in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida.
Dave Lawler, Marketing Director for DAN (Divers Alert Network), leads a sizeable team using management skills he
says he obtained at Pro Dive. Here he reflects upon his early beginnings.
In his home town of Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, Dave was a sports enthusiast who enjoyed snowboarding and other
adventure sports activities. He took an interest in diving and became certified as a young teen.
While still in high school, Dave decided he would seek a career in the dive industry. “I phoned every dive school
I could find for information. Believe it or not, Pro Dive was the first and only school to respond promptly. I was
impressed with the professional yet personal follow-up and ended up enrolling in Pro Dive’s Rescue Diver Training
program.”
The warm waters of Ft. Lauderdale convinced Dave that an instructor position in the Caribbean was just what he
needed.
Following his training completion, Dave found himself with $100 in his pocket and wondering where to go from
there. Thanks to Pro Dive’s job placement program, he immediately received an offer and was off to Martinique as
an instructor for ClubMed, then on to Tahiti for another instructing stint.
After that, Dave returned stateside to work with Pro Dive. For the next seven years, he worked in nearly every aspect
of operations, becoming Pro Dive’s youngest course director at 21.
“I grew up at Pro Dive,” said Dave. “Thanks to Pro Dive, I’ve been able to see the world, teach others and gain
the skills needed to further my career in the business of diving.” Dave still maintains close ties with his Pro Dive
network of friends and associates.
On the other side of the globe, is former Pro Dive student Paul Shepherd, owner/operator of Rising Sun Dive Centre
of Zanzibar, Tanzania in East Africa. With a permanent staff of 14, the centre runs 2 to 4 trips daily from 4 boats.
Paul started diving at the age of 10 while vacationing with his parents in Kenya. Traveling often with his parents,
Paul noticed that the people having the most fun at the resorts were the dive instructors. So, at age 18, during a
summer break from his teaching job in Tanzania, he was offered a job / training internship to earn his Dive Master
certification.
Paul then returned to his home in the United Kingdom, where he set out to find the best instructor school he could.
Pro Dive was recommended to Paul.
“I called and spoke with Jayne Haas, who is the most fantastic woman ever!” said Paul. “She wouldn’t marry me,
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though,” he kidded. “But, seriously, the professionalism of the operation was apparent from the beginning.”

“Pro Dive takes the training that extra distance to provide students with the tools needed in the industry,” said Paul.
“Anyone can teach you to be an instructor, but if you want to excel, you need to learn more, and Pro Dive does that
for you.”
Paul lauds Pro Dive’s Resort Operations Specialty program and makes a point of hiring Pro Dive graduates
whenever possible. “ROS is a great way to prepare anyone to work in the industry,” said Paul.

Anyone interested in pursuing a career in scuba diving can contact Pro Dive

International at www.ProDiveusa.com or call 1-954-PRO-DIVE or toll free in
the U.S.1-800-PRO-DIVE.
http://www.sportdiver.com/article/bonus-coverage/Pro-Dive-Graduates-FindDifferent-Paths-to-Success--
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SPORT DIVER

Pro Dive International and Neal Watson: A Perfect Match
Pro Dive International of Fort Lauderdale and Neal Watson’s Undersea Adventures have joined forces to launch Pro
Dive Undersea Adventures. Based in Fort Lauderdale Florida, the agency specializes in providing competitive dive
package deals to Florida, the Bahamas and the Caribbean.
Experienced divers know that when it comes to dive travel expertise in the Bahamas and Caribbean, Neal Watson is
the best. And when it comes to PADI dive training, Pro Dive International is the world’s most chosen facility. When
Pro Dive International decided to introduce new services to its dive training students and clients, a pairing with Neal
Watson’s Undersea Adventures was a natural.
Packages in the Bahamas and Caribbean combine hotel stays at Neal Watson’s choice properties with diving from
top-notch affiliated dive facilities. Because of its convenient location in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, Pro Dive Undersea
Adventures specializes in extension stays in Fort Lauderdale for those traveling to Caribbean destinations.
Fort Lauderdale packages include dive boat trips from Pro Dive’s 60 foot glass bottom dive and snorkel boat, with
overnight stays at local Fort Lauderdale hotels. In addition to Neal Watson’s choice properties in the Caribbean,
and Pro Dive Undersea Adventures will also offer liveaboard dive vacations in the Caribbean and Pacific with Peter
Hughes Diving’s Dancer Fleet.
Through Pro Dive Undersea Adventure’s in-house travel team, divers can book their travel plans online or by phone
with double assurance that they will receive the best quality dive vacations at the best prices. Travel services include
dive packages, hotel, car rental, airfare, and more.
All dive packages offered through the agency have been hand picked for quality and value as recommended from
Neal Watson and Pro Dive International; two highly regarded leaders in the dive travel industry.
For reservations and information go to www.travelprodive.com or call 800-848-4073.
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Detach Application at Perforation, and Fax to: 626.792.8228 or mail to:
ATA Holdings, LLC, c/o RVM Associates, 35 N Raymond, Suite 213, Pasadena, CA 91103
urgent Fac s imile

Fax To: ATA Holdings, LLC
c/o RVM Associates
Fax No. 626.792.8228
RE: Subscription Application
No. of Pages: 3

Fax Fr: ________________________________
________________________________
Fax No. (_____) ________-______________
Phone No. (______) ________-___________

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION for ATA HOLDINGS, LLC
To:	ATA Holdings, LLC
c/o RVM Associates
35 North Raymond Avenue, Suite 213
Pasadena, California 91103
1. Subscription. I hereby offer to purchase ______ (the “Units”) in ATA Holdings, LLC a Florida Limited Liability Company (the
		 “Company”). I hereby specifically accept and adopt and consent to be bound by each and every provision of the Operating
		Agreement. I promise to pay $50,000 in cash for each Unit upon acceptance of this subscription by the Company.
2. Representations as to Accredited Investor Status. The undersigned has read the definition of “Accredited Investor” from Rule 501 of
		Regulation D attached hereto as Appendix B, and certifies that the undersigned is an “Accredited Investor.”
3. Power of Attorney. I hereby grant to the Managing Member of the Company a special power of attorney as follows:
		 (a) I hereby appoint the Managing Member as my attorney in fact with power and authority to act in my name and on my behalf to
		 execute, acknowledge and swear to in the execution, acknowledgment and filing of documents in connection with the business of the
		 Company which shall include, by way of illustration, but not of limitation, the following:
			
(i) The Operating Agreement, any separate Certificate of the Limited Liability Company as well as any amendment to the
			
foregoing which, under the laws of the State of Florida or the laws of any other state, are required to be filed or which the
			Managing Member deems to be advisable to file;
			
			

(ii) Any other instrument or document which may be required to be filed by the Company under the laws of any state or by any
governmental agency or which the Managing Member deems advisable to file;

			
(iii) Any instrument or document which may be required to effect the continuation of the Company, the admission of a Substituted
			Member or the dissolution, termination and winding up of the Company (provided such continuation, admission or dissolution,
			
termination and winding up are in accordance with the terms of the Operating Agreement); and
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(iv) Any interest or document which may be necessary or desirable to effect the amendments contemplated by the Operating
			Agreement.

		 (b) The power of attorney is a special power of attorney coupled with an interest, is irrevocable, shall survive my death and is limited to
		 those matters herein set forth.
		 (c) The power of attorney may be exercised by the Managing Member or any one of its officers, acting as an attorney in fact for the
		Managing Member.

		 (d) The power of attorney shall survive an assignment by me of all or any portion of my Units except that, where any assignee of the
		Units owned by me has been approved by the Managing Member for admission to the Company as a substituted Member, the special
		 power of attorney shall survive such assignment for the sole purpose of enabling the Managing Member to execute, acknowledge and
		 file any instrument or document necessary to effect such substitution.
4.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Representations and Warranties. The information contained herein is being furnished to you in order for you to determine whether
the undersigned’s Subscription Application to purchase Units in the Company may be accepted by you in light of the requirements
of Section 4(2) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, (the “Act”) and Rule 506 promulgated thereunder and similar sections of
the securities laws of various states. The undersigned understands that (a) you will rely on the information contained herein for purposes
of such determination, (b) the Units will not be registered under the Act in reliance upon the exemption from registration afforded by
Section 4(2) of the Act as explained in Regulation D and Rule 506, and (c) the Units will not be registered and/or qualified under any
state securities laws unless an exemption from registration or qualification does not exist in a state where the Units will be sold.
In accordance with the foregoing, the following representations and warranties are hereby made:

			A. The undersigned is willing and able to bear the economic risk of an investment in the Units in an amount equal to the amount
			
I have subscribed to purchase. The undersigned has adequate means of providing for current needs and personal contingencies,
			
has no need for liquidity in the investment and is able to bear the economic risk of an investment in the Company of the size
			
contemplated. In making this statement, I have considered whether I could afford to hold the Units for an indefinite period and
			
whether, at this time, I could afford a complete loss of my investment in the Units
			

B. My purchase of the Units will be solely for my own account and not for the account of any other person.

			
			
			

C. I represent to you that (a) the information contained herein is complete and accurate and may be relied upon by you and (b)
I will notify you immediately of any material change in any of such information occurring prior to the closing date, if any, with
respect to the purchase of Units by me.

			
			
			
			
			
			

D. I represent and warrant that the Units will be acquired by the undersigned in good faith for investment and not with a view
to distributing such Units to others or otherwise reselling said Units. I understand that the effect of the above representations is (i)
that the undersigned does not presently intend to sell or otherwise dispose of all or any part of the Units; (ii) that the undersigned
does not now have in mind the acquisition of said Units for sale or other disposition on the occurrence or nonoccurrence of any
predetermined event; and (iii) that the Company is relying upon the truth and accuracy of the representations and agreements
contained herein in selling the Units to me.

			E. I understand I have the right and ability to have the Managing Member disclose to me all pertinent information regarding the
			
Company and the purchase of the Units prior to execution of this Subscription Agreement and I have requested such information
			
as I deem necessary to evaluate this transaction.
			
			

F. I have relied solely on the Term Sheet dated November 1, 2001 and the independent investigations made by me with respect to
the Units subscribed for herein.

			
			

G. I acknowledge that the Managing Member and the Company are represented by the same counsel and I accept such dual
representation.
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The undersigned acknowledges and agrees that the Units to be issued pursuant to the Agreement will be issued with a legend substantially as
follows:
THE UNITS HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AS AMENDED (THE “ACT”) OR ANY STATE SECURITIES LAWS
AND HAVE BEEN ISSUED AND SOLD IN RELIANCE ON EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS OF THE ACT AND SUCH
LAWS. THE UNITS HAVE BEEN ACQUIRED FOR INVESTMENT PURPOSES ONLY AND MAY NOT BE SOLD, TRANSFERRED OR ASSIGNED IN
THE ABSENCE OF AN EFFECTIVE REGISTRATION STATEMENT FOR THESE UNITS UNDER SAID ACT AND SUCH LAWS OR AN OPINION OF
COUNSEL SATISFACTORY TO THE COMPANY HAS BEEN RENDERED THAT REGISTRATION IS NOT REQUIRED UNDER SAID ACT AND SUCH
LAWS.
I declare that the information supplied above is true and correct and may be relied upon by the Managing Member in connection with my
investment in the Company. IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have executed this Subscription Application as of ______________, 2008 and declare
that it is truthful and correct.

_______________________________________________________
Signature

_______________________________________________________
Signature

______________________________________________________
Print Name

______________________________________________________
Print Name

______________________________________________________
Social Security/Tax Identification #

______________________________________________________
Social Security/Tax Identification #

_______________________________________________________
Address

_______________________________________________________
Address

_______________________________, _______ _______________
City						
State
ZIP

_______________________________, _______ _______________
City						
State
ZIP

(_______) _______________-_______________________________
Phone Number

(_______) _______________-_______________________________
Phone Number

_______________________________________________________
Email Address

_______________________________________________________
Email Address

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION ACCEPTED:
ATA HOLDINGS, LLC
a Florida Limited Liability Company,
Managing Member
By: ____________________________________________________

Title: ___________________________________________________
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TERM SHEET	

Offering of 15 “Units” In ATA Holdings, LLC
A Florida Limited Liability Company
Maximum Capital Contribution - $750,000
Unit Price - $50,000

May 28, 2008

The Units will be offered and sold only to qualified investors.

THE UNITS OFFERED HEREBY HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED UNDER THE SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 AS AMENDED (THE “ACT”) OR ANY
STATE SECURITIES LAWS AND ARE BEING OFFERED SOLELY IN RELIANCE ON EXEMPTIONS FROM THE REGISTRATION REQUIREMENTS
OF THE ACT AND THE REGISTRATION OR QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS OF SUCH LAWS. THE UNITS HAVE NOT BEEN APPROVED OR
DISAPPROVED BY THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, ANY STATE SECURITIES COMMISSIONS OR ANY OTHER REGULATORY
AUTHORITY, NOR HAVE ANY OF THE FOREGOING AUTHORITIES PASSED UPON OR ENDORSED THE MERITS OF THIS OFFERING OR THE
ADEQUACY OF THIS TERM SHEET. ANY REPRESENTATION TO THE CONTRARY IS UNLAWFUL. THIS TERM SHEET DOES NOT CONSTITUTE
AN OFFER OR SOLICITATION IN ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH SUCH OFFER OR SOLICITATION IS NOT AUTHORIZED.
THIS OFFERING IS SUBJECT TO VARIOUS IMPORTANT RISK FACTORS (SEE “RISK FACTORS.”)
ATA Holdings, LLC.
c/o RVM Associates
35 N. Raymond Ave, Ste. 213
Pasadena, CA 91103
Telephone (626) 792-8220
AN INVESTMENT IN ATA HOLDINGS, LLC REQUIRES THE FINANCIAL ABILITY AND WILLINGNESS TO ACCEPT HIGH RISK AND LACK OF
LIQUIDITY.
THE LIMITED LIABILITY UNITS ARE NOT TRANSFERABLE EXCEPT WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE MANAGER.
THE DELIVERY OF THIS TERM SHEET DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN OFFER TO SELL OR A SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY ANY
LIMITED LIABILITY INTERESTS IN ANY JURISDICTION IN WHICH SUCH OFFER OR SOLICITATION IS UNLAWFUL.
THE COMPANY	ATA Holdings, LLC, (the “Company”), is a limited liability company organized under the laws of the State of Florida.
At the time of formation, the Company shall have three (3) wholly owned subsidiaries, each owning and controlling a related business
unit. PDR Fort Lauderdale 25, LLC shall own and control the venture’s real estate interests. ATA Schools, LLC shall own and control the
educational unit. And, ATA Charters, LLC shall own and control the associated charter business.
MANAGERS/MANAGEMENT

Doug Huberman and Michael Rosenblum

OFFERING	The Company is offering 75% of its shares divided into 15 Unit to Additional Members in 5% ownership increments
of $50,000 per Unit for an aggregate offering of $750,000.
LOCATION
429 Seabreeze Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida (the “Property”) is located just south of the Las Olas Bridge
at one of the narrowest points between the yacht marinas and the beach. The property sits in the heart of the world’s largest boat
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show and is surrounded by prestigious 5 Star hotel developments. The Ritz Carlton is located .76 miles to the north, a W Hotel is being
constructed 1.04 miles to the north, the Trump Tower is being built 1.26 miles to the north and on May 16, 2008 Bahia Mar .30 miles to
the south announced that it will be home to a new 252 room Waldorf Astoria Hotel.

COMPANY BUSINESS	The purpose of the Company is to acquire through its affiliate, PDR Fort Lauderdale 25 LLC, a 30-year
leasehold interest in the property located at 429 Seabreeze Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida (the “Lease”). The Lease includes First
Rights of Negotiation and Refusal to purchase the Property, First Rights of Refusal to lease the portions of the property currently leased
to Coconuts (restaurant) and Westrec (Marina), rent credits for substantive improvements to the Property and – through operating
affiliates controlled by ATA Holdings, LLC (ATA Schools LLC and ATA Charters LLC) – to acquire all of the personal property, intellectual
property and licenses associated with the operation of ProDiveUSA (Professional Dive Schools of Florida, LLC and Professional Dive
Charters of Florida, LLC).
This is a real estate driven transaction. While the potential revenue from the operation of the business units – ATA Charters LLC and
ATA Schools LLC – is considerable, the compelling economic driver is the real estate. The location is absolutely prime and 95% underbuilt. Although the zoning allows for a 204,250 square foot mixed-use building, current buildings on the property total less than
10,000 square feet. Therefore, the future redevelopment of the property will increase square footage by well over 200,000 square
feet. The upside potential is driven by the execution of the long-term (30-year) lease term with provisions to absorb the adjacent
restaurant (Coconuts) and marina. By tying up the property for decades the Company has assured that neither the property owner or
any competing developer will be able to redevelop the property before 2038. As a result, the leased fee investment value and the
development value of the Property are now a minimum of $8 million dollars and possibly as much as $35 million apart. The Company
intends to leverage its influence and contractual rights to maximize the probability of successfully exploiting this potential multimillion
dollar arbitrage opportunity.
SOURCES AND USES	The $750,000 in initial capital raised by the Company shall be used as follows:
$50,000 Legal, Formation and Due Diligence. The extensive nature of the business negotiations required for this transaction are
equaled, if not exceeded by, the legal negotiations and documentation required to: (1) Negotiate a 30 year lease with the property
owner, (2) Negotiate the note and lease for the ProDiver vessel, (3) Negotiate the bulk purchase of both Professional Dive Schools of
Florida’s and Professional Dive Charters of Florida’s personal and intellectual property including copy, (4) Qualify for and transfer the
licenses needed for the conduct of the charter and educational businesses, (5) Qualify for VA and federal student loans, and (6) Form
four Limited Liability Companies (the parent LLC ATA Holdings, LLC) and a subsidiary LLC for each business unit (real estate, charters
and schools). $150,000 Fund 1st Trust Deed for the ProDiver II (55 foot charter boat valued as-is at $315,000 with a replacement
value of 790,000). In return for our funding the loan, the owner of the boat has agreed to lease the ProDiver II to our entity (1 year
with two 1 year options). This agreement enables us to acquire the services of a large capital asset with minimal financial risk and
without making a significant capital outlay. At the end of the primary lease term or any option thereto, we can terminate the lease
and the owner of the boat will responsible for payment in full. Please note that the note is both secured by the vessel and personally
guaranteed by the owner. Additionally, as the boat ages, 100% of the depreciation is borne by the owner until that value declines
below $150,000.
$135,000 Prepaid rent and operating expenses. One of the negotiation tools used to obtain the very favorable long term lease
including extensive First Rights was payment of the first year’s rent in advance.
$150,000 Tenant improvements and equipment for the charter and educational operating units. The cost of tenant improvements will
be reimbursed by the Landlord in Year 2 of the lease.
$75,000 Retail Inventory for ATA retail store.
$190,000 Operating Reserves
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MINIMUM INVESTMENT
discretion.)

$50,000 per Additional Member (except if the Managers accept a lesser amount at their complete

ASSET AND EQUITY MANAGEMENT Doug Huberman in consultation with Michael Rosenblum will oversee the day-to-day management
of the Company’s interests.

MANAGER’S COMPENSATION
Acquisition Fee. None.
Management Fee. The Manager shall be reimbursed without markup for travel, lodging and verifiable/itemizable expenses directly
resulting from the management of the Company’s business. Compensation for non-itemizable expenses shall be covered by a $1,500
per month administrative fee paid to RVM (an affiliate of Manager). As a result, Manager shall not seek or be entitled to compensation
for: 1) Fixed overhead costs associated with the operation of Manager’s primary offices including rent, monthly equipment/computer
leases, software upgrades, business licenses, general stock office supplies and insurance, 2) The salaries of Manager or employees who
work less than 10% on the business of the Company, 3) Variable general overhead such utilities and inventory taxes. Manager or an
affiliate shall manage the business of the Company and shall receive a management fee not to exceed 3% of the gross revenue of the
operating business units (Charters and Schools).
Exclusive Listing Agreement. The Manager or an affiliate shall have the exclusive brokerage listing for the sale of the Company’s
assets for a commission equal to 3% of the gross sales price.

MEMBERS’ DISTRIBUTIONS Operational Cash Flow Capital Distributions. Semi annual financial statements will be provided to
Members and Distributions of operational cash flow will commence on the 15th day of the month following the first profitable calendar
quarter. Subsequent Distributions will be made quarterly thereafter.
Distributions for operational cash flow will be made in the following order of priority:
First, to the Members in accordance with their Company Percentages until the Members have received an amount equal to their
cumulative priority return of 10% per annum on the Members Invested Capital (the “Priority Return”);
Second, 75% to the Members in accordance with their Company Ownership Percentages and 25% to the Managers.
Distributions of Operational Cash Flow shall not reduce the Invested Capital of the Members.
Capital Distributions. Distributions of proceeds from the sale, refinance or from the proceeds of insurance received as a result of a
casualty and which are not required for the repair or reopening of the Company’s businesses shall be in the following order of priority:
First, to all Members in accordance with their Company Percentages until such Members have received their Cumulative Priority Return;
Second, to all Members in accordance with their Company Percentages until the Invested Capital of the Members has been reduced to
zero;
And third, 75% to the Members in accordance with their Company Percentages and 25% to the Managers.
MANAGEMENT OF THE COMPANY 	The Managers will make all administrative and business decisions on behalf of the Company.
Doug Huberman earned his BA from UC Irvine in 1977 and received his MA Economics from UC Davis. From 1978 to 1992 he served
in the U.S. Air Force. Major milestones of his military career include: F-IIIE Top Gun; serving as liaison to the French, German and British
ministries of defense and three years as an Assistant Professor of Economics at the USAF Academy. Mr. Huberman began his commercial
real estate career in 1992 as an entry level financial analyst with CNA Enterprises, Inc. In 1996 he was promoted to Executive Vice
President/Chief Operating Officer and oversaw the acquisitions, dispositions and daily operations of the firm’s 5 million square foot
grocery anchored shopping center portfolio. In 2002, Mr. Huberman founded RVM Holdings Inc., acquired Old Pasadena Plaza
and relocated the majority of his business and personal interests to Pasadena. Mr. Huberman owns assets in California, Kentucky and
Arizona. He recently concluded a successful sale of the largest grocery anchored center in Sedona (anchored by Safeway, World
Savings, McDonald’s and Old Pasadena’s Rastaurant Row).
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Michael Rosenblum has considerable experience in corporate, securities and business law matters, as well as expertise in structuring,
negotiating and drafting complex corporate and real estate transactions. He began his legal career as an associate of the Los Angeles
office of the firm of Proskauer, Rose, Goetz & Mendelsohn. In 1989, he joined Mitchell, Silberberg & Knupp and, in 1993, formed his
own law firm. Rosenblum received his B.S. in economics from the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania. In 1986, Michael received
his J.D. from the University of California at Los Angeles School of Law. He is the co-President and a Director of the Southern California
Regional Advisory Board for the University of Pennsylvania, a past director of the University of Pennsylvania Alumni Association of
Southern California and a past Director and President of the Wharton Club of Southern California. He is a member of the Board of
Overseers of the Los Angeles Philharmonic and is a member of the Real Estate and Construction Cabinet of the United Jewish Fund. Mr.
Rosenblum was also a speaker at a UCLA Extension Conference on Renovation, Rehabilitation and Reuse of Existing Buildings.
COMPANY FORMATION AND DUE DILIGENCE COSTS	The Company will incur expenses related to its formation, issuance of interests,
due diligence, acquisition of ProDive’s property/transfer of licenses and the negotiation of the long term lease for the 429 Seabreeze
property. These costs are projected to be approximately $50,000 in the aggregate (the “Legal and Formation Costs”). These expenses
will include: (i) Third Party legal fees and costs incurred in the formation of the limited liability company and operating subsidiaries,
(ii) the preparation of the limited liability company agreements for Operating Agreement, Subscription Agreement etc. and other
legal services related to the formation and offering of the interests, (iii) accounting fees incurred by the Company in connection with
its formation, (iv) and other fees and costs to third parties incurred in connection with the Company’s formation and commencement
of business. The approximately $60,000 in legal service provided by Manager Michael S. Rosenblum will not be charged to The
Company.
REIMBURSEMENT OF THE MANAGERS	Managers and its affiliates have advanced, on behalf of the Company, a substantial
portion of the acquisition, due diligence, finance, legal and formation costs. The Company has agreed to reimburse the Managers
or their affiliates for all of such advances. In addition, the Company has entered into an agreement with the Manager whereby the
maximum amount to be incurred by the Company for costs related to the Company’s formation, the sale of Company interests, the
acquisition of the Property and the financing of such acquisition shall not exceed, in the aggregate, the amounts set forth herein above
for these costs. In consideration of such undertaking by the Managers, the Company has agreed that to the extent such costs are less
than the amount set forth above, any such savings shall be retained by the Manager as compensation for its efforts in forming and
organizing the Company.
RISK FACTORS Reliance on the Managers. The Managers have sole and complete discretion to expend the proceeds of this
Offering and to control and manage the affairs of the Company. Thus, no one should invest in this Offering unless he or she is willing to
rely on the judgment and ability of the Managers. The Managers are and will be engaged in numerous other activities, including the
ownership, operation and management of, at present, various real estate endeavors.
Potential Conflicts of Interest. This Offering involves various actual or potential conflicts of interest. These conflicts include (1) the
ability and right of the Managers to continue with their other business activities, including the various properties owned, managed and/
or operated by the Managers; and (2) to pursue for their own account or with or for the account of others various real estate and/or
business opportunities which may arise in the future to purchase, develop, own, operate and/or manage other properties.
Lack of Liquidity and Limited Transferability. There is no public market for the Units and it is extremely unlikely that any public
market will develop for the purchase and sale thereof. There are substantial restrictions on transferability of the Units, which may not
be resold, assigned or transferred except with the express written approval of the Managers. Members may not be able to liquidate
their investment as or when funds are needed by them and the Units should be considered only by persons interested in and capable of
holding long-term investments.
Nature of Limited Company Interest. The Company is a limited liability company, and the Members will not have the rights and
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remedies available to investors in a corporate form of business organization. Investors in a limited liability company do not have rights
comparable to the rights of stockholders of a corporation to elect the management of the enterprise or to determine major questions
of business policy. Because of the high degree of dependence on the Managers in a limited liability company form of business
organization, the liquidation, insolvency or bankruptcy of the Managers could place the Members in a difficult situation.
Catastrophic Loss. The Affiliate will obtain customary casualty insurance for the Property, including fire, liability and certain types of
extended coverage. However, there are certain types of catastrophic losses (such as earthquake and floods) which may be uninsurable
or may not be economically insurable, and other losses may occur which would exceed the policy limits under the insurance obtained by
the Affiliate. If such uninsured casualty losses occur, the Members could lose all or part of their investment.
Risk of Projections. This Offering Circular contains certain financial projections of future events, which may or may not occur. (See
the Financial Projections included in the project summary.) Such projections are based on assumptions, which may or may not prove to
be accurate. Projections are inherently subject to varying degrees of uncertainty and their achievability depends on the timing and
probability of a complex series of future events, both internal and external to the Project. Accordingly, the projections may not, and
should not, be relied upon to, in fact, predict actual results which might be attained.
No Assurance of Distributions. The Company intends to distribute to the Members and the Managers, pursuant to the formula set
forth in the Operating Agreement (Exhibit A) substantially all of the cash available for distribution, and which is not required in the
determination of the Managers for the operation of the Company. There is no assurance, however, that distributable cash will be
generated, or that the Company will be operated on a profitable basis. The Management Fee payable to the Managers constitutes a
fixed Company expense, determined with reference to gross rental revenues, and not net profits of the Company, and is payable prior
(and without regard) to the determination of cash available for distribution or the profits or profitability of the Company.
No Guaranteed Return of Investment. There is no guaranteed return of or on the Members’ investments. Such distributions and returns,
if any, will be made solely from the Company’s assets; the Managers will not be personally liable for the return to the Members of their
contributions to the Company.
Certain Federal Income Tax Risks. An investment in the Units obviously contains risks relating to federal or state income taxes.
However, because investment in the Company is believed to be primarily an economic investment, and not as a tax investment, no tax
opinion letter has been requested or obtained, and no advance ruling has been requested or obtained from the Internal Revenue
Service. All investors should consult their own tax advisors with respect to the effects of an investment in the Company.
ENCLOSED

Subscription Agreement

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
For complete information concerning the rights and obligations of the Company and all documents
governing the investment, each offeree and his representatives, if any, may review such documents, receive answers to questions relating
to the Company, the Property and the conditions of the Offering, and obtain additional information necessary to verify the accuracy
of the information set forth in this Term Sheet at the office of ATA Holdings, LLC, c/o RVM Associates, 35 N. Raymond Ave. Ste. 213,
Pasadena, CA 91103.
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Rule 501. Definitions and Terms Used In Regulation D.

As used in Regulation D, the following terms have the meaning indicated:
(a) Accredited Investor. “Accredited investor” shall mean any person who comes within any of the following categories, or
who the issuer reasonably believes comes within any of the following categories, at the time of the sale of the securities to
that Person:

		
(1) Any bank as defined in section 3(a)(2) of the Act or any savings and loan association or other institution as defined
		
in Section 3(a)(5)(A) of the Act whether acting in its individual or fiduciary capacity, any broker dealer registered
		
pursuant to Section 15 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; insurance company as defined in Section 2(13) of the
		Act; investment company registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 or a business development company as
		
defined in Section 2(a)(48) of that Act; Small Business Investment Company licensed by the U.S. Small Business
		Administration under Section 301(c) or (d) of the Small Business Investment Act of 1958; employee benefit plan within
		
the meaning of Title I of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, if the investment decision is made by a
		
plan fiduciary, as defined in Section 3(21) of such Act, which is either a bank, savings and loan association, insurance
		
company, or registered investment adviser, or if the employee benefit plan has total assets in excess of $5,000,000; or,
		
if a self-directed plan, with investment decisions made solely by persons that are accredited investors;
		

(2) Any private business development company as defined in Section 202(a)(22) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940;

		
		
		

(3) Any organization described in Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, corporation, Massachusetts or similar
business trust, or Company, not formed for the specific purpose of acquiring the securities offered, with total assets in
excess of $5,000.000;

		
		

(4) Any director, executive officer, or managing member of that issuer of the securities being offered or sold, or any
director, executive officer, or general partner of a general partner of that issuer;

		
		

(5) Any natural person whose individual net worth, or joint net worth with that person’s spouse, at the time of his purchase
exceeds $1,000,000;

		
		
		

(6) Any natural person who had an individual income in excess of $250,000 in each of the two most recent years or joint
income with that person’s spouse in excess of $300,000 in each of those years and has a reasonable expectation of
reaching the same income level in the current year;

		
		

(7) Any trust with total assets in excess of $5,000,000, not formed for the specific purpose of acquiring the securities
offered, whose purchase is directed by a sophisticated person as described in Rule 506(b)(2)(ii); and

		

(8) Any entity in which all of the equity owners are accredited investors.
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